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. By Robert.laeklon
•
·."J shouldn't have let him do
ASUNM's Atty. Gen. Yolanda · it-it was: wrong-but I 'did it
Tryon said that she was . wrong in because l.trust him,'' Tryon said. ·
letting vice-presidential candidate
A~prding to the rarst tabulation,
Kent Ghahremani carry . a ballot Ghahr~mani won the vice~
box to the La Posada potting place presidential election liy ·41 votes.
(a violation of. election rules) on Unofficially, Tom Williams won
election day. .
-president in the election Wed-

.In

-

.
nesday.. .:. ·
Ghahremani was also identified ·
by three witne5ses including Phil
Hernandez-an ·unofficial senateelect--as·the person that mutiliated
signs·· 'Supporting other candidates
after being seen carrying
. the ballot '

box.

.

1

.Ghahremani.said that he carr)ed Oftginally counted by "extremely
the ballot box as a favor for Tryon fatigued"· people and that the
who asked him.for help-he denied · outcome of the election could have
having destroyed any signs at all.
. been affected by the composition of
Othet controversy. ·surrounding the group counting .the ballots,
the election are:
Thet~ was also a controversy
-A charge by members of the involving tally sheets which were '
Students for Progressive· · Action used to count votes in the eJection.
party (SPA) that they' were not
SPA member Vilia Silva said that

~e'::!s ~fth~e0~~~te~~~~~~n;~:: .;~~; P~~ese~:clt~; t!;~u~:!et~!!

BucJ.get.· Hearings
·

Gtad uate Cou nc i I Cuts
Ch il d Care AII oc at ion
·

·

·

Direct Action (USDA) were;

taken ·from bet by elecJion com-

::.r~=:~tr.s ;!:u;n;:=';.1!:~

. the election commission~

ding .the counting of the votes he

:::::;;:~:~::i~~:~·~~ :::h~=.o:~.~~·~::~~:.

winners

The Graduate 'Student· Council
"There wu ·a d;finite trend this students'. research and travel, not
-A threat from P .M; ·Duffey
.
·increased· the allocation. to the yeasr,;,she said, "to rmance h•hly . justtravel, as.it.had in the past.
·Ingrassia to file a sl.ander. suit
Student Rcsearach AllocatiOns the groups which bad really made
According to the new resolution, against SUB games Club Presadent
. ,Committ~ by $3000 over last year. attempts to orpnize."
·
graduate students who are accepted Ric:hiud GordQn Jor allegedly
.
· while the Child care center was cut
by the program .. may soon be calling her "a pervert" on the mall
fromS8000to$7000iilGSAbudaet
"Mesa'Chic:anareceivedsomuch allotted u much as SJOO peryeat :Onelectionday: ' .
. . . ..
N''
heatJng' Wednes'day night.~
. . money because it was one graduate. for travel·and $ISO per year for . · .-A petition . presented by
· •·. · ·
,, Another major hike wu .the student group which . . hid really re5earch.
·. ....
· .
· presidential ~ndidate Ingrassia
$38QO. allotted to Mesa Chicana. done something. It had I;.Jroupt in. . The. proposals, need to b~ voted asking that the c~~rt issue a
As . previously announce~,
··.Me$!! Chicana had not been on the s.,eakers,· hadlunch~s and .bad :by graduate students in their . teml?o!~ry . restraan~ng ·. or~er today's LOBO concentrates on
~udg~ last year. • . .
· . . · really. ~n an organaz~ group." ·· general election. .
pro~abatmg . the president, vace· UNM photographers. Inside are
ChUd Care was cut. in hopes that -Moses saad. · · .
.. .
. .
. . . prestdent; attorney .general. and the winning photos in the category
the .University would take over
... ·.
. ..
. . .. · ...... · Below is a list of money aUocatcd election committee and all other Of people.
•onte of. th,e responsibility' O·f · .. The. !Jraduate ~tudent Rese~ch by the GSA budget committee;
officers. {lnd representatives of
The winners, wliose prizefinancing the care program, said ~llocatton Commattee had rece~~ed · . .· . . . . . . .
. . . . . • . . ASUNM fro_m certi~ying the resul!s winning shots ate on pages 12 and
G$A- Vice President Margaret hake . because • a new- res~lutaon
Stud~nt Research , Allocabo_ns of the election_ until a recount 1s l3, are Sam Marshall, winner of
Moses.
·
stated that at would futanc:e : Coanmattee
Chald Day Care completed. She ·asked. that the first place and $20, Willi~m Rada,
C~·Op 7
llital · Law recount be. done by an impartial · winner of second place and SlOt
. . 4,000; group under the scrutiny· of and Denise Graham who won third
·~vuv ....uuu•. ~l.Jilttalilll.. Co!Jii'nit_tee . representatives. of each candidate place and $S,
<;:Wiitatlia '3,800} ASA and group.appearing on thebaUot.
Photographs in othet categories
.
'
.
y.·l,S31Qf~SJ)eakeirs Commi~te~
Betause ASUNM . President may be round throughout the issue.
t,-500; Damon Tobias endorsed candidates Categories include nature, erotic,
New 'for office and. because the vice- · . surrealism~ glam<;>ur and sports.
. $tuciies president was himself a candidate,
We would like to express our a)'.~rallea :.&enefit· the petition said they should be preciation .for the hiore than .200
disqualified .from recounting.. the photographs submitted for the convotes. It also reques.ted the court to test and other categories. U'n·
· declare ' which· ottlcials of tbe fonunately, due to space
student .lov~mmenl should certify limitations, we were not able to
the ririal.tesultsoftheelection.
print as many as we would have
.. It stat&l th.at the &allots had been liked.

.·F··a r F·ro·. m·.
egat·ve
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Tru~r11pets To Herald
i"" Religious Week's Coming

.~

":

~

B.elow \s .I!, schedule of activities
. .
o . -Al)rtl . 17-tru~pet solo by
JI!,Jtle~ Whitlow dunng Ml!ss l!,t the
:; Acqumas Newman Cent~r, 1615
t:l Las LoJ?Ias Rd. NE at 9:15 a.m,.: ·
g sym~osa~!". on "Wha~ ts
·~. ~eligton? m th~ UNM. K•y~ at
~ .7.~0 p.m., featunng Dr. Wtlh~
~· Mtller of psychology,, Dr. Patnck
,. McNamara
soctol~gy, Dr.
~ Donald ~. Sulhvan of htstory, .Dr.
c;:! Mary Wet~!~ of anthropology and
~··Rev. Ed ~tlhamson;
ll;.
-~prd 1 18-Second Annual
Prest~ent s Pra~er B.reakfast, .
f~aturmg. Dr. Davtd P?hng of the
Ftrst Umted Presbytertan Church
and .UNM Pr~sidentWilliam Davis
a~· 7.20 a.m. m the SUB ballroom.
Ttckets are $2,50 for the general
public ~n~ $1 for ~tudents; .reli,gious
art exhtbtt opens at noon m Room
l27E of the SU~; Rab~i Mark
, ~an~e_nbaum will speak on
Rehgt,on and the Problem of Evil:
What Can Be Learned from the·
Nazi Holocaust ht Rel11tion to Our
Age of Violence" at 8:1.5 p.m. in
Woodwar~ 101.
· -April 19-Religious art exhibit
continues in SUB 127E; Thomas
King, Orthodox Bllhai Council, will
sgeak on "What is Relifzion?" at
12:30 p.m. in Room 250 of the

.8

dunng.r~h8t'?u!week: ·
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Behind Perrv's, Next To Harry's

VOTE
GSA
Budget
Presidenti~ &

Elections
April 18 9-4pm
Polling Places
Clark Hall
SUB
Law School

.

OIP. West Photo Study
By Rachel DIXon
A leering Pancho Villa, a sullen
Sitting Bull and a flippant Bonnie
and Clyde have returned from the
dead, or 'at least that's what the
photographs on the old adobe walls
show.

. Albuquerque studio while Moran
runs the Santa Fe branch.

Toanorro111
Saturday~· April 16

another c!J.emical to the developing
process. The chemical turns the
photograph brown and white rather
than black and white.

"Our costume range is from 1840
to 1930. We have costumes for the
"Albuquerqut:. has a good
pioneer mountain man, the Civil
market
for this kind of
War years, the Wild West, the Gay ·
photography.
It isn't a ,gimmick
90s and the gangsters' era," Doria
idea,"
Doria
said.
Actually they are all ordinary said.
.
Old West Photography and
people who have gone to the not-so.The. studio has prim-lind-proper Paraphernalia is located on 323
ordinary studio, Old West
Photography and Paraphernalia, to VIctorian clothes~ Annie Oakley Romero, N.W., in Albuquerque's
dress up and play out their fan- get-ups and sleazy dresses for OldTown.
women.
tasies.
\I'~ .l ...... l .... 01
( .IIIII ,J('\ I .I'll"('..,
Joe Doria and his partner, Mike
]."<hi ... ('1'\l("t'. t]lldllt\ tllld
Moran, bought the 'photography
The .antique atmosphere doesn't
"'\It· at n·a ... oJiahk l'tl\1
studio, a 150-year-old building .in stop wtth the old fashioned clothes
Casey Optical Co.
·Old l'own, about a year ago. 'Fhey but c~ntin~es the. illusioQ with
( .\ni t!oor/o C:u\f'l/ l{,.w/1 !Jml(i,
I have just opened another studio in props m.cludmgreplicas ?fmachine
I Santa Fe. Doria works in the .guns, SIX-shooters, Indian spears
.! on'"' HI Vv ,t,hlflgton 2iii.;Q;.l2!~
I
and headdresses, feather boas, fans
"'"""""""""'"'"""""""'""""""''""""''! and liquor bottles:

lOam to 9pm

·
-------;.-----1
.• .. .a rill

. .

.

-L------b--~----1!-

.

...:t
...:t

Posing for this studio portrait are the ancestors of three
staffers. Left to
right: suffragette Dimple Dixon~ two·time chiseler Slim Flynn and ornery Polish per·
son Shady Sadie Szymanski•.

Graduate Students \

.

10

..

20041/2 Central SE

i'

.v.

One Dollar

Ladies Free Wed.

I

-

reat
•

I Jiggs Pool ·Hall· I

1.

~
::3.

-Aprii22-Forum on "Religion
and Politics" with .Rev. Bruce
Rolstad of Governor Apodaca's
staff,
Frank
Klienhenz,
Albuquerque chief administrative
officer and Calvin Horn, UNM
Regent at 12:.30 p.m. in Room 250
oftheSUB.
.

For All The Pool &_P._lng Pong
You Can Play From 3-Bpm At

II

~

SVB: Concert · by the UNM
University Chorus and · Concert
Choir at 8;15 P•ltl· in Keller Hall.
Tickets are $2 for the general public
and$.S0for students. .
· ·, . .
-April 20-Last day of 'the
religious art exhibit; concert by
Karl Kinterbichler a!id the Brass
Chorale at 12:30 p.m. in the
Alumni Chapel; The Most Reverent
Robert Sanchez will speak. on
"Religion and Social Justice" at
B:IS p.m. in Woodward Hall.
·
-Apri121~Forum on "Paris in:
the Thirteenth Century: Art, Music
and Theology" wiih Fr. Ron,.Jd
Zawilla and Marian Hollinger Pope
at 10 a.m. inRooml019.ofthe Fine
A,rts Center; concert: Bach Organ
Festival with WesleY Selby, Michael
Farris and Edwina Beard· forum on
''Women and Religion/ featuring
Kathy Brooks of Womens' Studies
professor Audrey Joseph and Rev:
Elizabeth Spel1ceat8:15p.m.·in the
SUB ballroom.
·

s1oo

One Dollar

w

' ;,,

~.

'.

Movie Goers
e
S P eeial

8 FO"r 11rom oar Soda Fountain
. Friday or Saturday Nights ·
W~en you bring your tleket stubs
From

'l"he Don Panehos
~r Guild Theaters
Lobo Pharmaey
~!;.5_!!,_0_1::

Yale

I.
I

I
11

11

HIGHLAND
SPEED
QUEEN

"It's a challenge to get a person
dressed in contemporary, everyday
clothestomakeareproducuonora
hundred years ago," Doria said.

With every
$2.00 purchase

New Mexico

DAILY LOBO

Vol. 81
No.133
Box 20, University P .0 ., UNM
Laundry
and
·'
D C
Many Anglo men want to dress · Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
,
ry_ . leaning
: "macho" to look like Geronimo or Editorial Phone (505) 277Dry clean'y•our
i Pancho Villa; they look strange 4102, 27H202. .
winter coat- S200
D~ria said, but they leave satisfied Monday
The New Mexi'• Dati~ Lobo is publ;shed
i With the photograph;
through Friday every regular week
of_thelfniversity year anL' weekly during·the
0. ne
5 Th
' summer session by the Board of Student
.
.
.
i
.. e average sitting for the Publicationsollhetlnlversityo!NowMoxico,
LOAD OF
WAS'H
,.portrllits is only one proof. "We _try and is not !lnanoially ...... iated with UNM.
·
.
.
·
.
·
.- to get the clothes and the· po·se Second
olaso pOstage paid at Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate is
0 ne Per C US t Orner i perfect On the first try," he said. If $IO.OO!orth~
academic year..
·
50.6
Monroe
S.E
...
a= th,e. customerdoe.sn. '.tapprov·eofthe
The
opinions
expressed
on
the
editorial
pages of The Daily Lobo are those· of the
.
Directly behind Highland HS : pict.ure, t.he shot wtll be tllken over author solely. Unsigned opinion is that ol the
255·0856
i agam
unttJ the person is sati.sfied,
editorial board or The Daily Lobo. Nothing
To achteve th 1 k
printed in 'i'ho Daiiy Lobo MccssAriiY.
·N . .
: .
e oo. of .an. old represents the views otthe·· u...... r,,·tyot"e·· w

i

I

F· REE .

............~..··=

GBXERAL STORB

said he add.s ~:::M;:.;"1="~~~·~~=·~~"~r!_

·111 Harvcird SE
(a~ross from UNM)

8117 Menaul NE
·(across from Hoffmantown)

.

~

10am-9pm Monday thru Saturday 12-6 Sunday
t

.. - ·'

..

{I

Daily LOBO

w~~U.[J)
~Lf!\ll~

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective

I

~'-----------------------------------------------~------~-----J
..-~
Editorial ·
'"- ~.....

~·
·~

.g
"""
~

Z

«r"
1ilJ

tf

Priceless Oddity

Medals are awarded to heroes, Scholars receive grants and feffowships.
Even Pat Boone's children are honored for escaping the serious bacteria of
acne.
.
However, at UNM, due to an increasing sophistication of students,
there are no laurel crowns for memorable characters and weiJdos.
.
One unsung hero was a little guy on campus about three years ago who
used to go from class to class on a dilapidated' rollerskate·wheeled
skateboard. Now there are fiberglass, customize'd, championship
skateboards streaking back and forth across the campus. This man was.
truly ahead of his time and to this day no one remembers his name. ·
Another bright spot in UN M life was the wom!ln who walked around the
University with her nose pierced. On the side of one noS!ril'she would wear
a small silver stud that looked like a thumbtack. She was an admirable per·
son because she never bothered anyone and no one bothered her. There
<tre no buildings or scholarships in her name (whatever it was) even though
she was an important part of University life ..
Then there was Father Time, a man dress.ed in a long white gown with
matching long white hair and a. beard. He cruised the mall and walkways
with his carved staff smiling and waving to people passing by. He probably ~::::=::;;;;;.entertained more people than a year's worth of rock concerts or a Whole ~
case of Space Dust.
..
Perhaps the point we are trying to make in this editorial is that the
University used to be a h~ven and forum for the non·conformist or
change·of·pace lifestyles.
A woman named Wendy Berlowitz decided a few years back that atop a

~~~~~i~a:~~:'haTt~:t:;.rk

Nowadays, however, there seems to be a lack of relaxed flippancy and
instead a drive for serious stupidity.
There is no longer time for half·hellrted clowning around but plenty of
time to laugh at pain. This University needs to relax from the dog·eat-dog ·
By Harriet A, Moldov
world and bring back those characters who symbolized an easygoing way
I am what is now referred to as a
of life.
"returning student." I re-entered
~_..............
academic life at a small two-year
1
college in New Jersey. (I include
the above biographic.al information
Editor:
,
both to condemn myself as an
I might say that if Clint Adams was not away in Rhode Island he'd set Easterner and to forestall any
the record straight himself. In fact, he'd probably just ignore it. But in sim- possible hate mail claiming I am
pie justice to an honorable man, I would like to replace ill-informed gossip only picking on New Mexico,
with truth.
.
Chicanos, etc.) Due to a typical
Wednesday's LOBO, in quoting sources in the music department, gave bureaucratic snafu, I was forced to
the erronious impression that Adams' announcement that he wouldn't re-take a year of freshman English
remain as Associate Provost was in some way connected with the reten- exposit[on. After I got over the
tion of Professor Patrick by the Music Department.
initial shock of being in a classroom
with thi~y-odd eighteen-year-old
Here are the facts:
1) Adams had informed me and several others (and resisted our efforts . recent h1gh school graduates, I was
to change his mind) of his decision long before the resolution of the shock?d and dismayed by one outPatrick case.
standmg fact: not one of my
2) Adams approved the decision made by Professor Rhoads to offer classmates had any concept of
Professor Patrick another contract. He considered Rhoads' decision a wise spelling, grammar or punctuation.
one.
Two years ago, I transferred to
There's the truth ofthe matter.
UNM. Since that time, I have been
As for me, I'm delighted that those of us who believe in a quality univer- working as a typesetter for the
sity were able to persuade Adams to serve as long as he did. He got the LOBO. For tw? years I have been
glacier moving. All of us who are fond of thfs zany place owe him our confronted With news columns,
'
editorials, opinions, candidates'
thanks.
Prof. Tony Hillerman statements, and a wide assortment
of otherwise unclassifiable ravings,
bv Garry· Trudeau grumblings and diatribes. 1. have
DOONESBURY
also been subjected to some of the
worst spelling, punctuation and
grammar ever groaned over.
MOV/NfiON 7lJ me LATIN
Now- I don't entirely blame the
AWRJCAN
writers. ! realize that, over the past
twenty years, some previously
ungrammatical constructions have
come to be accepted, if only out of
common usage; I understand that
this is part of the normal
evolutionary process of language. I
also realize that theories in
education change periodically, and
that the generation I'm at odds with
probably learned to read by a
system different from the one in
vogue when I was in grade school.
(I'm not sure, but I think I learned
to read using my father's
typewriter, and by picking out words in newspaper headlines.)
Sowho is to blame? I believe the
time to learn how to use a dictionary is in elementary school, as
early as possible. Then is also the
time to become familiar with books
like the Harbrace Handbook,
White's Elements of Style or
other such guides, so as to be
prepared for the kinds of writing
(term papers, etc.) required in high
schooL It should not be necessary
to have remedial English classes at
the college level (to finally learn the
difference between "it's" and
"its"J, except in rare instances

Typesetter Sees All, Tells All ·

,,

....."...............................
Letter,...................................................
•
HI 11 erma n S Im press•10 n

Editorial Board

Edltor-ln-Chlet
Si,isan Walton

Spor:t• Editor
·David Belling

Mlln-elng Editor

Karen Moses

such as for students whose native
language is otherthanEnglish.
Parenthetical note: I hope this
opinion is not coming across like
somebody's father saying, "Now,
back when I was in school, I had. to
walk twelve miles every day in the
snqw, the school was a log cabin
with only a wood stove for heat,
etc., etc." I am not attacking
people but rather a system of
education that has produced
questionable results. End of parenthetical note.
If we changed the system of
education tomorrow, it would still
!Je too late tt?, help the current crop
of semi-literate college students.
Therefore, it is up to the students to
help themselves.
To my fellow students, I would
suggest a possible course of action:
search your souls by taking a long,
hard look at the last piece of serious
writing you did; and then determine
if you are truly satisfied with your
command of the language. If you
think you have a problem, as
evidenced by consistent errors in

DOONESBURY

Mon. - Fri., 10-9
Sat., 10-7, Sun, 12-5
Phone294-2411

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina-The army said Thursday it had .
arrested 15 persons in the case of a mysterious banker accused of
managing millions of dollars that left-wing guerrill11s accumulated
through shakedowns.
An ~rmy c?mmu~ique said its investigati.on of the late Argentine
finanCier Dav1d Grruver led to the arrest of h1s widow Lidia, his father
Juan, his brother lsidoro and 12 others.

Defective. Ammunition Found
.
WASHINGTON-The Army has determined that about 7 per cent
of its lOS millimeter anti-tank ammunition is defective, as are portions of supplies it sold Israel and 12 other foreign countries, a defense department spokesman said Thursday,
Spokesmen said three types of ammunition used by most of the army's M60 battle tanks were affected by the defects, which involve
erratic flight and, in some cases, premature bursts shortly after the
shell leaves the gun barrel.

Soviet Ship Issued Citation

by Garry Trudeau

BOSTON-The mother ship of the Russian fishing fleet operating
off the New England coast was released Thursday with only a civil
citation for violating the new 2()()..mile fishing limit.

7/ll:~ IJEPAJ?TMW!;

:j

~ATTENTION

College Students
Need A Great Camera For
Under $200°0
-\- N..f/ll/

Check On
The New
Pentax
K-1000
Now At
Dillards

~ Features·~
2_ Pentax -L::,.
L.' • SMC _S.?-JA Le.ns.es·. \'~

y

yY\j'f\J I ,,

Great Camera· for
That Photography
Course that You

Sale

Want To Take

Check These Features
• X SYNC Hot Shoe
• 1-1 /loooth,
Plus B
· • Wide Open Metering
• Micro Prism
Focusing Screen

17888

. Originally 2991111
Di\lards
Normal Discount 21995

W/Case

Also Check On The New Sensational
MX and ME Pentax Cameras Which Have
Just Been Introduced

------------------StUde n-fs

~----------------

'

Why Wait For Rebates
Now You Can Own The Famous

j

f/rf !let/6/ffe/J 7lJ PRE-

SENT 7lJN151ffs FINAl.-

. Ab.14RP-TII!!/IVMAN

Are You In Favor Of Safe And Cleaii Working
Conditions? Are You For Equal Rights For Everyone?
Are You Concerned By The Activities Of The Ku Klux
Klan, The Posse Comitatus, And Other Vigilante
Groups? Are You Opposed To The So·Called "Right·
To-Work" Laws?

I<IGH75 l1!ifflJS5 CUP!

f

THB BNVBLOP/3,
PI-BASE.. 71/ANK
VOl/, .. )R/IPP!:::
.. ANO lHEi {,()/N-

NI!!R.IS ...

Bessie Lou Cornett

A /1/llf \\

April16

Our Normal
Discount

O.M. F-lynn

Copy l:ditors

Szymanski, Dolores Wood

.This Event Will Be Held By At The
Plumbers Union Hall
510 San Pedro Dr. SE
7:30 m Donation s1so

Photo Editor

Wehrlelt T. Hunt

~\\ ·.J'/;/v!--?'

~ · Multi-Couted IC ,.

Nationally Recognized Fighter
For Democratic Rights
Asst~Newsl:ditor

At Special
Savings

The Albuquerque Equal Rights Council's
Answer To These Questions Is YES
If Your Answer Is YES, Too,
Then·vou Will Want To Hear

Mrs. Cotnett is on the staff ofthe Harlan Labor News and afounding
member of the Brookside Women's Club. She has been lnstrumen·
tal in the effort 1o outlaw the Ku Klux Klan. She will bring to
Albuquer.que a film on the living and working conditions of miners
in Kentucky. This is a feature length documentary film you will
long remember.

!

Tim·Gallagher

R~bekah

15 Arrested in Argentina

..ANOON /J,ff/AJF OF

Newa Editor

Arts ·•nd Medl• Editor ·
Lynda Sperber

'
1 af s

Official's Wife ·~harged

WASHINGTON-The Food and Drug Administration said Thursday it will go ahead with its ban on saccharin in diet sodas, foods and
cosmetics, but will allow it to be sold separately if manufacturers can
pro~e it has medical value.

s
$'
f

•

Saccharin Ban To Continue

the same areas, GET HELPI At this
point, I' am not convinced that
taking another English course is the
answer; teachers may be so inured
to bad writing that they are failing
to correct atrocities committed in
the name of English. Perhaps a
short self-help rElview with a good
grammar text and/or spelling guide
would be sufficient.
Do I hear a chor1,1s of why
bother's? I suggest as motivation
that good writing ability will create
a favorable impression on ·all who
see your efforts.
However, if you are satisfied with
your level of competence On
avoiding comma splices, misplaced
modifiers, etc.), who am I to say
nay? I am but a lowly typesetter,
sick and tired of proofreading and
correcting mistakes as I type.
Perhaps you've passed by Marron
Hall at night and heard me muttering, "-ent or -ant? -ei- or -ie-? •
ible or -able?" because, after two
years of fighting what seems to be
a losing battle, sometimes I am not
sure howto.spell anything.

-<

"''""

TEL AVIV, Israel-A district coUrt Thursday formally charged the
wife of Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin with keeping $21,000 in an
illegal U.S. bank account, but judicial sources said she would likely be
given leniency.
. · ~
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· The College ?f Law offers a full-time 3 year day program as well as part-time
day and eyemng programs. The school is fully accredited by the Committee of
Bar Exammers of the State Bar of California.
;::
~~~====================~~
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.Ships Told To Observe Limits

would be the best place to draw a crowd by" ................................................................................... 0

a·~

to offer guidance and career planning
Call or write USFV, 8353 Sepulveda Blvd.
Sepulveda, California 91343. Tel. 213~894-5711

WASHINGTON-Farmers may produce enough of all crops this
year to hold retail food prices to t11e government's earlier estimate of
a 4 to 5 per cent increase over 1976, a department official said Thur·
sday.

lsr~eli

~

COIJ.EGE OF.' LAW

Crops May Restrain Prices

MOSCOW-The Soviet Union, reacting cautiously to the seizure of
two Russian ships in U.S. waters, Thursday ordered its fishing fleet
captains to give "strict observance" to new U.S. 200-mile coastal
fishing limits.
·

~

UNIVERSITY OF SAN FERNANDO VALLEY

Meany Calls Coors Boycott
WASfiiNG!ON_-ALF-CIO President George Meany Thursday
declare<l a natJonWJde.labor boycott ag.,ainst Coors Beer, a Colo.radomade.beverage that has attracted a cultish following ov~ the past
decade.
.
.~eany, 82, who seldom drinks beer, said the boycott will continue
until the Adolph C~ors Co .. signs a new labor agreement with Brewery
Workers Local 366m Golden, Colo.
·

;n

CounSQlors are avaitable daily at the

By United Press International

· ·'
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LAW SCHOOL INTERVIEWS
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Famous
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~ NIKON Lensess_

Our Normal
Discount
29~ 8

Spec1a1

Features Not Always
Found On Other Cameras
In Comparable Price

25888

W/SOMM F2.0
Lens
Come In For An
Expert Demonstration
Of This Fine Camera

Ranges
• Flash
• SYNC A /125th sec.
Shutter
• Copal Square Shutter
• IC Coated Lenses
• Ac9epts Almaost .
All Nikon Accesories
• Hot Shoe
• Self Timer

19883

Body Only

'

\ Jflll/

~

/~

~

16888 :::
7/lj/i\\'

Advertising M•naaer

·l!irt.Halse.v

·
i
·~
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Photo Dept.
Although the: a~t form is relatively new, UNM photography program is
recogniled as one of the finest ·in the nation. In some areas of the art, the
UNM program offers what may be the best in the world.
"We new have an exceptional reputation," said Van Deren Coke,
professor of art and director of the Art Museum in UNM's Fine Arts Center. "Because of this we receive about one hundred applications for
graduate study from qualified students from all over the country and
abroad, and ofthose we accept four or five a year."
Coke believes the photography faculty at UNM is responsible for the
program's success. He said, "Professor .Beaumont Newhall is the most
highly regarded photo-historian in the world. Associate Professor Tom
Barrow teaches the history of photography since 1950 as well as the practice of photography. He works with a variety of co11cepts to give students
new ways of using the photographic image besides recording life and the
landscape around us. Lecturer Anne Noggle is one of the country's finest
photographers with a small camera. She is recognized for psychological
portraitures.
"Assistant Professor Rod Lazorik works with a large camera and
·tripod. He poses his figures in tableau arrangements and in settings
frequently related to Freudian psychology. Associate Professor Betty
Hahn is one of the best 11on-silver photographers in the world in addition
to being an exceptionally strong teacher. I teach more criticism than
1 history and my photography deals with surreal imagery which combines
negative and positive images to make a single photograph.''
Coke and Newhall were recently appointed as two of the three United
States members on the International Advisory Board to the History of
Photography quarterly.
(C0nlinued on page 7)

"Moonlight," a surreal photo submitted by Anne Noggle
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Vivitar 220/SL 35mm
camera with accurate .
through-the-leo$ metering,
famous Copal square shutter,
and a professional black
finish. The camera has a fast
Vlvitar 50mm f1 .8 lens, and can
use hundreds of lenses and
other accessories.

2

Vlvltar Automatic
Electronic flash
delivers perfect exposure from
2 to 10 feet automatically.
Hundreds of flashes for about
1c a flash.

I

'!I Vivllar Automatic
iii 135mm 12.8 lens,

perfect for portraits, sports,
and any photography where
you want that larger image.
~

Vlvltar 2X tele
converter transforms
the SOmm lens into a 1OOmm
and the 135mm into a fabulous
270mm. Gives you full-frame
close-ups and lets you reach
out for dramatic shots when
you cannot get clo.se to
the subject.

Five reasons to get into
exciting 35mm photographr.... Now.

.

Photo entitled "L,ovestick" by Asst. Prot.-of art Tom Barrow.
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The quality of UNM graduate students has recently been demonstrated
to a marked degree. The National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) has just
awarded MFA candidates Kevin Wrigley and Joe Dean $7500 grants. In
addition t? financi~ awards, two UNMgraduate students are working as
curators m the Ltght Gallery, New York City's most prominent
photography gallery and three MFA candidates have served as interns at
the International Museum of Photography at George Eastman House.
C?ke ~dds, "AI.so, two recent graduates have received the highest award~ grven 1~ the Umt~ States and Great Britain in the field of photography.
~rcolas Nrxon received a Guggenheim Fellowship one year after finishing
hrs MFA. and Thomas Cooper, who has been teaching in England, this
year rec~IV~ the largest research grant offered by the Arts Council of
Great Bntarn.I-Je was chosen out of 160 applicants.''

You'll be glad
you've got a
boot this good !

'

It
-<t""-·

There ~re usually ~ot more than. 14 students enrolled in the grad11ate
m the practrce of photography at one time. In addition to offenng the Ph.D, in art hist·ory with the emphasis on the history of
photography, UNM also offers a master of arts degree with an emphasis in
photography and a doctoral level master of fine arts degree in
·
photography.
"Our graduate students are among our greatest assets " Coke said
"~inetr·.five per cent of .our graduates are now teaching i~ colleges and
umver~ltles. ~cross th~ cou~try in. such schools as Cornell University and
the Umvers1t1es of Wrsconsm, Arizona and California. They in turn often
advise their best students to attend UNM.''

Vasque Hiker...

I

8

pr~gram

•

'

~.

Wh.ile undergraduate students are encouraged to take photography with
a vanety of other courses, UNM's graduate students are handled dif. ferently. Co~e said, "Graduate stude11ts are carefully selected and they
. come from different backgrounds. Few graduate students who majored in
photography as undergraduates are chosen. They are chosen to com•
plemen~ each other ~hich means they may hold undergraduate degrees in
such thmgs as Eng]lsh, philosophy, political science, engineering or anthropology, When these students apply for admission to the program, we
are probably more interested in their academic achievements and their
ability to write well then we are their portfolios." _
·
·

Pancho Villa tequila

and Jil'otection.

0

He adds, "Our. pr?gram has received recognition from numerous
Photogr~phy. pubhcat1ons . and respected critics. 'The Photography
Catalog, wh1ch was published by Harper and Row in 1976 and. which
gre~tly resembles 'The Whole Earth Catalog' in its content and format,
ra~es p~otography programs and the like. Of l.JNM it states, 'You can't
m1ss thrs plru;e for any area of photography.' And under the history of
photography tt says that the UNM program is 'the best around.'"

,. J

PADDED COLLAR
& ankle for comfort

z
:E
:::

Coke added that UNM is one of the few places in the country where a
student can receive the kind or eJtposure to such a variety of ideas that the
UNM f~culty off~rs, There are only two schools iJ) the nation .that offer a
Ph.I>. m the ~!story of art with an emphasis on the history of
photography, Prmceton University and UNM.
·
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Vivltar Enduro case
designed to carry the
whole system oonvenlently,
This tough, special case Is
made for the action

S24Q97
OLYMPUS

photographer,. contoured to
the body.

PADDED TONGUE
closing for
protection.

FULLY
lEATHER
liNED for

FULL-GRAIN
ROUGHOUT
LEATHER is durable,

Inside
comfort.

The

Earth Shoe

Store
trots out its brand new

VIBRArlll• LUG
SOLE AND HEEL
with double midsole
for sUpport and

1taction.

This medium weight backpacking boot is:built
on American lasts to fit American feet.lt is
designed for rugged terrain With backpacks of
25 pounds or more- and constructed to provide
protection against rocks from sole to ankle.
Hiker's companion boot-the Gretchen 11is available in ladies' and boys' sizes. For the
professional fitting they requite, stop in
and see us.

.tlnuututu
(!! altt
6307 Menaul NE • 881-5223

;

" For the first time ever ••• on .the lncred•
lble Olympus OM·1 MD, the trendseHer
35mmSLR.

"'-!
i

Here's how:
Purchase
your OM-1-MD
at LaBelle's
sale price of

A STEP AHEAD
Introducing Pony. The only
orthopedically designed athletic
shoe for professionals and amateurs.
Pony., the shoe worn by
_."""""'
John Havlicek., Jim Ard.,
Paul Silas., Pete., Ken Rosewall,
Franco Harris and more
of the world's best
athletes.

Photo by Asst. Prof. Rod Lazorik.

•

Coronado Center
293-6530

Monday-Frtday 10-9
Saturday 10-6
Sundav12-5

If you're concerned with
the size & weight of
your camera, take a
look at the smallest,
lightest 35mm SLR
System camera In the
world. The viewfinder Is
70% brighter and
almost 113 larger than
most others combined
with open aperture
metering It'll seem like
you've been using your
old camera with sun·
glasses on!

Daily Lobo
Classiffed
Advertising

Special: Bring this ad for 20~ Off.
your Pony purchase in April

Earth Shoe

and receive your

Marron Hall
Room105
or by mall to:
UNM Box 20, UNM
Albuquerque, NM , ..,
87131
............

sao rebate from

Ponder & Be.c;t

'i

'"'

with SOmm f1 .8

Rebate effective through
:June 4, 1977. Upon receipt of
warranty card and rebate
application, you will receive a s3o.
rebate from Ponder & Best.

:.:;
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PRICES GOOD .THROUGH
APRIL 22, 1977
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A

Store Houts ·
Monday thru Friday-10:00am to 9:00pm

, ~~~taB-~nlln£.
..,·
vllt:il!l ..~x•••u..ut·:"'w
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Saturday·10:00am to 6:00pm
/ Sunday-Noon to 6:00pm
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4920 MENAUL BOULEVARD • ALBUCUEROUE·. N. MEX. 87110
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Newhall:
Photography
Pioneer.
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By Teres~ Coin
"First, and the most important
thing of all, is to learn to
see-really see- what the camera is
going to·see • .Unless you can see the
way the camera sees, you cannot be
a good photographer. •,•
This is the advice of an el(pert,
Beaumont Newhall-a man who
·has
known
the
greatest
photographers of our time.

.8~ .l~iluJJnllnmumn•m•JJmmQumnnnunmmmul
1425·8 San MateoniNE
266·9778
JJIIIII.IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl
fi Rl l l l l l l ·l lnnm"r.~
:?j

Rare:..vet so wen-done 1

):~tf~Jtr1

COPIES

I

i

professor of art history at UNM.
"Photography is a tremendous
instrument in training a person to
see. My advice is to get a camera,
try it out, and don't be satisfied
with the first result. Study the
prints. Talk it over with your
friends and fellow photographers.

......
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''Many
of
the
great
photographers of our time had no·
instruction. But the problem with
photography is that one can get
something pretty good without
much trouble at all; but there's a
bjg difference between pretty good
and dan:tn good.

"A camera doesn't see a& your
eye sees. Your eye is selective. It can
focus in on what you want it to.
You must learn to see the same way
'through a camera."
. Newhall is a photo-historian by
"If you want to make a mark in
profession. He is now a visiting any medium-be. it frisbee or piano
Photo by Mark W. Schreyer submitted tor the people category.
playing-you cannot take it
casually, If you don't keep at it, and everyone way young; I was director and I was to be his No. 2 museum work, so I left."
He went to Rochester, N.Y.,
only 25 or 26, When the subject of man, I didn't want to work with
you will never make it."
one
who
wasn't
trained
in
some
(Continued on pagttll
pensions came up, we decided no
Newhall has made his mark. He. on,e over 50 should be allowed to
organized and collected the works work there. We argued with the
for the first major photographic trustees and retirement age wa&
show in the U.S. at the Museum of finally set at 60. I still collect $35 a
Modern Art in New York City in month."
1937. The e/Chibit traced the
The Museum of Modem Art was
development of photography from
th~
first art museum to have a
1839 to that time. Newhall was
separate
department
of
librarian of the museum and the
photography.
Newhall's
museum
trustees of the museum were so
impressed that they asked him to career was interrupted by World
organize a photography depart- War II, during which he served as a
major in the photo intelligence
ment.
division of the U.S. Air Fore~.
"The Museum of Modern Art
had a very loose organization then.
"I came back to the Museum of
It wa& a very e/Cciting place to work. · Modern Art after the war, The
There were only eight on the staff, trustees had decided on another
Beaumont Newhall

A nature photo sub·
mitted by Jeral Rainwater
·
(Above).

A glamour shot by
William L. Rada (Below).
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Vivitar. Point'nShoot'M
110 Pocket Cameras
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They're brand new
and there's one just right for you.
You can choose a Vivitar pocket camera With fulfy
automatic exposure control (automatic flash exposures,
too!), electronically controlled shutter speeds from
1/250 to 4 seconds, plus fast and easy zone focusing.

1

USE IT!

'i

A high pri~e doesn't necessarily mean better performance. JVC's least expensive
front-loadmg cassette deck, the new CD-1920, proves it with performance specs
that equal (and surpass) many manufacturers' higher priced models. Plus an
extra you won't find on other more expensive makes. Five LED peak level .
indicators that help you eliminate under-recording and tape saturation. And:
buift-in automatic noise reduction (ANRA), 3-step bias and equalization switches
and automatic tape-end stop. Listen to the CD-1920 at the Hi-Fi House. You'll
come to one conclusion. With the CD' 1920 you can compromise on price without
compromising on performance. See the full JVC more-for-your money line of
cassette decks, receivers, turntables, portable'radios, TV's ... and tune in to the
Hi·Fi House performance:
·

NE lfr

Sigh Up

Now
Info Booth:.
Student UnionLobby

00
..
cP

'8

iC)

For Your

JVC
& ~l~! == ss~~~~
3011 Monte Vista NE •
255-1694

Just east of Central &Girard, ·near UNM

'to~

FiNANCING AVAILABLE
~OS FOR OVER 26YEARS

Interview
Placement Office
Mesa Vista Hall &
Law School Bldg.

..

)

j

1
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You'll be glad you did.

from under

•

1/t.

..,-~

On Campus
May2-4

)

• over a quarter of a century knowledge and experience.
a friendly competent staff to assist you, time to browse
and compare. ·
• quality products for every budget and neec;i (home
or professional)
• with a sp6tllght on service, lncludiii>l trade•in options,
flnaocihg, guaranteed satisfaction I

~~

Peace Corps
Vista

Or you can have an easy-to-use pocket camera with
built-in electronic flash! to capture those once-In-alifetime shots without fumbling flashcubes. All the new
Vivitar 11 oPocket Cameras use easy-to-load cartridge
film and come in a Gift Outfit complete with wrist
strap, batteries and film. They all have a 2 year
warranty, too. Come in today and pocket
one of the new cameras from Vivitar.

"

election

ei'VlCe

FOR ALL YOUR
CAMERA NEEDS

atisfaction
3417 Central, NE
524 Coronado Center

266-7766
299-4473

•

... PhOto Pioneer
Sights the Eye

1. Photo bY Bill Mansker

(ContinutJd from page 9)

,

where he became the ·curator and
director of the George Eastman
f{ouse of photography and was in
charge of one of the largest
ph<.Jtographic collections in the
world ..
''My . success, as you so
generously call it, was a combination of opportunity and taking
. ~dvantage of opportunity. That's a
little crude, but true. The present
great interest in photography
helped me. I just happen to be a
pioneer.

z

"~

and gone back to still. His sticking
with still was mainly the Newhalls'
doing."
·
·
Throughout his career Newhall,
now in his late sixties, hasseen two
very strongly marked tendencies
develop in photography.

..

-

"First, the continuation of the
long-standing tradition of straight
photography, the so-called objective photography, the straight
use of the medium. Pictures are not
r.etouched, not manipulated. It is
.straight photography in the sense of
"Success is a lot of hard wrok. Weston and Ansel. Adams. It is the
,Plus I've had the opportunity of social relation of people and their
knowing some very great enyironment. ·
photographers.''
"The second is the use of
Newhall
said
those photography as a tool, not an end
photographers had quite an in- product. It is the use of a
fluence on him and his attitude photograph with othl)r mediums-with
silkscreens,
with
toward photography.
\
lighographs-all mixed up.
"I met Aifred Stieglitz when he
was in his seventies. I was in jny
"Photography has been a very
twenties. At first he ' was very exciting field in the last 10 years.'
distant, but then, after I proved There used to be a formidable gulf
myself, we became close. He gave between painting and photography,
me a much broader picture of. but now artists are using
photography in relation to the other photography as a tool. Artists used
arts.
to think photography was cheating.
We
now have a broader and much
"Ansel Adams, a contemporary
more
promising point of view."
of mine, gave me a tremendous
respect for technical reproduction
"But out attitude toward
and bookmak;ing. He brought
photography
is still back in the
about a whole new outlook of
middle
ages
when
it was a wonman's relationship to nature. I
derous
thing
for
a
man
to write. If
knew nothing about the West until I
we
still
thought
it
wonderous
to
visited him in California.
write today, there would be no such
"Edward Weston took me thing as literature. Today a
seriously as a photographer from photograph is still .a wonderous
the start."
thing.
Newhall said that he doesn't
measure what he gave t9 people.
'
He's, alway~ surp.nsed,·, when:·, ,he·,'··. ...
· hears what students got from · his
courses.

Photo by R_obert Masters

"If I do anything in a course in
- photography
at UNM, I show there

2, Photo by Peter Ricker

Sleeper
.

'

10" .
Differential
eut..

5"ba1Res

~·

~··1

ozpure
goose down

Two

draft
naps at zipper

No. 10 Yli.K zipper
St.uff~d

'

size 8" x 18"

National Chicano Health
Organizatio·n

The craftmanship of this bag is apparent in its construction & design. L9 oz ripstop nylon and the finest
goose down are combined for a bag that weighs only 3 lb
12 oz, yet has a temperature.rating of 0 farenheit. You
can zip two together to make a double bag. Price :i,ncll:ldes a stuff bag and a storage bag. Price: 8138 Reg.
8141 Lqng.

New Mexico Clinical
Education
Program

MOUHTAIHS

·Applications for Summer '77
available at NCHOChicano
Studies

AHO ·

RIVB.RS·
2320 Central Ave. SE • 268-4876
Hours Monday thru Frid 10·6 Saturd

UNM modeling club will be holding lest flights on
Johnson field, weather permitting. Everyone
welcome. Call271·2477..
The Aquinas Newman Center i's sponsoring a
"What is Religitlnn program 'in observariee of
UNM•s religious awareness week. It starts at 7!30

p.m. Sunday in the Kiva.

The Class 5 Sleeper No. 2

'

Open 7 Days
llam -8 pm
Complete
Mexican Dinners
Call Ahead For Carry Out Service
1415· Central Ave. NE
242-0921

Nizhoni.Mecting Tues •• Apr. 12 at 6:30 Native
American Studies need help.

Rural Clinical Experience

"

"The line between photography
and electronics will become vaguer
and vaguer until it disappears. We
will be able to send the image in the
camera directly to the printed page
instantaneously. It's going to be
antique to make copies and copies
and copies."
.

·AcAPULCO

'

9·5

l

1&15RomaNE
More Info. 277-4731

ISN'T IT' ABOUT
i'
TIME TO CH~CK OUT
A· LIFE INSURANCE
SALES CAREER?

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising

Northwestern Mutual life is the 7th
largest life insurance company in
the country. We sell people one at
a time, on their individual merits.

Marron Hall
Room lOS

It's a career that offers unlimited
income potential. You choose the
people you work with. And, you're
doing something wortAwhile. ·

or by mall to:
UNM B.ox 20, UNM
Albuquerque, NM

87131

5:30p.m. Sundays: Meal and Talk-it-Over
12:30 p.m. Thursdays: Soup 'N Scripture
6:30p.m. Fridays: Singing Group
7:30p.m. Fridays: Games and Sharing
.Personal CounseHng Always Available

Newhall sees photography in the
future as being not a narrow field in
itself, but a branch of some big
field comprising of everything that
uses a camera-inCluding film,
television and video-tape.

Mexican Food.:...Specializing In Burritos ·

· "The same is true of Paul
Strand, who had given up still
photo, gon.e to film given that up,

8.5" Loft

~.'

A Progr~sive Christicm Fellowship To Cive You New Power

·
t

If you're interested in a life

*

insurance selling career, why not
check out one of the best. No
obligation. To learn more call:

William E.Ebel,CLU,

C"£neral Agent
Phone.: 292-2830

The
.

~
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAl LifE.• Mli.WAUklf INMLI
Quie
• t''

.

At The United Mini~trics Ccnlcl'
1801 Las Lomas N.E., 247-0497
l'ositiv,e, joyful, atlll Christian

t

SOUND
CELEBRATION!
1f you sing or play im instrument, either solo or

::::::
......

'th a group, enter the

••••··

WI

RESTAURANT ·1imj

"Cartier-Bresson is exactly my
age. I may well have helped him in
his career by giving him an
exhibition at the Museum of
Modern Art. It was really my wife's
doing. She convinced the trustees to
give him ihs first show.

-~Ib ~

•,

United Campus .Ministry

is a literature of photography."

iim~ ·

••••••
••••••

TALENT

IEAiiCH~e~

Grand Prize - Studio recording time and your own
private record pressing of 500
records.
2nd Prize· $50 gift certificate for Maxell
recording tape in your choice of
format and type
3rd Prizes • Two pairs of Koss K/145 Stereophones
To enter the Talent Search, just drop by Sound
Ideas fot full details and an entry blank. We'll
also need a tape of you or your group when you
enter. No purchase necessary.

••••••
••••••
••••••
••••••
••••••
•••••·
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••••••
••••••

We also have very special Sound Celebration
. . . . . . . . . . . ..:.;.
prices on
We SOOld better.
Sugg.
Sale
Retail
Price
$41
Marantz 4G Speaker
$60
140
99
Marantz 6G Speaker
129
200
Marantz 7G Speaker

......
......
••••••
•••••
•..••••••
...
••••••
••••••
•....
......

To help you share in the celebration, even if you
don't perform musically we'd like to give you
sDmething, so we're having a

-

,

••••••

Fill
DRAWING!
Grand Prize • A Nikko 5055 AM/FM Stereo

••••••

receiver ($299.95 value)
$50
gift certificate for Maxell
2nd Prize recording tape in your choice of
format and type
3rd Prizes • .Two Shure M91ED Phonograph
Cartridges
To enter the Sound Celebration Drawing, just
drop by Sound Ideas and sign-up--no purchase
necessary.

••••••
••••••
.......
••••••

::::::

••••••
••••••

··-····

••••••
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••••••
••••••
••••••

:•••••
•.•···

·····;
••••••
••••••

•

Another ~--~----------Sound Celebration special is a speciallypriced Band System for around $1200 • ask
Stewart for details I
••••••
····~· · The deadline for Talent Search entries
:::::: Is Tuesday,April19,1977, 6: pm.
••••• i

• • • • • ill.-

••••••
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Honorable mention
•

Phot~by

Sam Marshall

Second Place-Photo by William
Rada

-_· -_._11
_·_-·. _ ·. ·_

,.
'

¥

'

First Place-Photo
by Sam Marshall

Honorable mention
Photo by
Toby Atencio

Third Place-Photo
by Denise
Graham

..,

Judges of the photo contest
were Asst. Prof. Lawrence of
journ~llsm, LOBO Photo Editor
Wendell tfunt and the new Arts
and Media editor, George
Gesner.

Honorable mention
Photo by
Sam Marshall
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Before the human mind tur·
·ned to thoughts of technology,
religion and philosophy, the
hairless ape's attention span
turned to thoughts of other
hairless ,apes. And thus was
bom the art form "Erotica."
In the top right corner, w. T.
Hunt looks at the nude with an
eye for the detail of skin s11r·
face.
To the immediate right,
Elissa Goertz focuses in on the
darkness of shadows whether ·
they be soft flesh or decorative
metal.
At the bottom right,· M.K.
Wright sees the erotic as a
childhood toy creeping on the ·
torso.
.
The lower left corner
·displays another W. T. Hunt
idea-the imagination is fan·
ning the flame of the erotic.
Finally, to ·the immediate
left, is a photograph by Joseph
lannuzzo. The softness of the
lines stresses the desire of
erotica for the skin you want to
touch.

I
I
I

The

.

Ga•••e

I
1. Upper left photo by Ric Skrondahl
2. Lower left photo by Margaret ·Dowling
3. Upper right photo by Kyle Jones

I

V·iew

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

'·

RED CARPET

I

~f&oUfM~
STUDIOS

I
I

TSO for the look of fashion.

I

You can depend upon TSO to fill your doctor's prescription
for glasses and contact lenses to e~act speci!ications.
TSO will comfortably and fashiOnably ftt your glasses.
Also TSO provides adjustments, repairs and replacement of
·
lenses and frames.
Convenient credit is available and TSO honors
BankAmericard and Master Charge cards if preferred.
You'll like what you see at TSO because at TSO we care how
you look at life.

· Specializing in: ~DDINGS
FAMILY and SENIOR Portraits
I

'

·'\

Located in:

I
I
I

'PS·O

I

Prescription eyewear since 1935 • Convenient credit available
4300 Central Ave. S.E. • 4410 Central Ave. S.W.

I

Bridal Village, 3003-3005 Central NE 268-4311

I

.'~

. ~

'

'
•

•
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Arts & medic

·Concett
Pteviews
' .
.'·•

martin mull:
(alias Garth Glmble)
with Kottke Sunday

'

Specials

!,~

Fleetwoodffiac: Arena mayJO

Mon.- Fri.
All Drinks

.r

2Forl

Arlo Guthde: Convention Center April 23

5-Bpm
Shrimp
Cocktail

Sl..OO
Wild Cherry: may28 or 29

'

.

This Week~ Living Proof

'Other Possibilities'
Petet Ftampt~n: July
Little Feet: May
Chuck manglone: Julyl.st.

. mode1n Jazz Quartet: April 20
.

.>.

f'

•

••

·'

. '·

ASUNMPEC

Grovet Washington: Aprll30 .

Presents

•

This Weekend At The
.

PRESENTS IN CONCERT

ASUNM/PEC

.

~Wal~A~ ~UAUa(J)~
In The Student Union Building

Fr.day, April 15
Pianist

(DA\1~(!) w~~~~u~~~
From 7:30 to 8:45
.
Followed by the latin magic of

ZZ Top:June 5

A~~qJCJJ~
From 9:00·12:00

Saturday, April16
Entertainer-Guitarist

(!)A\1~(!)
••

'

At 7:30

Now Featuring

Last Mile Ramblers

ALBUQUERQUE CONVENTION CENTER
KIVA AUDITORIUM ·
ReSERVED SEAT TICKETS AT ALL TICKETMASTER LOCATIONS
The Peoples Choice· Rio Rancho Shopping Center
The General store both locations•Dillards· Record World
L.R GoodbuY both locations
ONM STUDENT UNION· POPEJOY HALL

, . , liJfRI'I;t;;:~R::::.,IIIC.~~ PRODUCTION _ _ _ _ _ _. .

Th~li,

.The

SAT. APRIL 23rd 1977 8PM

alQJ\t~(LA~(D

Brings out a little evil in us all
Rock

Coming Soon;

Billy Spears Band
RESERVED SEAT TICKETS AT ALL TICKETMAST~R LOCATIONS
The Peoples Choice· Rio Rancho Shopping Center
The General Store both locations·Dillards·Record World
L.P. Goodbuy both locations
....__ _ _ UNM STUDENT UNION· POPEJOY H A L L - - - -

.

QJ[p[f~

All Bar Drinks 60¢ 7-9 pm
Every Tues. Wed. & Thurs:

A. Taste

Starting April15
Fantastic Subs & Suds
•

Of

~and1wic:h

& Drinks
Served At The

DELl BAR·

7:30-12:30
Admission Prices
STUDENTS SOc
(with UNM ID,plus one
Public $1.50

•

~

.

• :, ____ ,L_

.:.::::.~.;;

___ _~-

•

........................................................................
,•
•
·I......................................................................
LOBO
movie·
Guldei
•
•

J

lip Side's
Weekly Special
AmetfcG • HGrbor
Fleetwood • Rumota
mGtahGII Tucker BGnd •
CGrollnG DreGms
BeGch Boys • Love You
HGtGIIe Cole •
UnpredlctGble
Glen (Gmpbell •
Southern Nights

a

J4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99

NOW OFFICIAL CHARTER MEMBERSHIP FOR ONLY $1.00

"•ROLLER CROSS"
SKATEBOARD PARK
HOW?

WHERE?
1900 Block Yala SE
WHEN?·
Mid-June
WHAT?

ApJ)Iications Can Be Obtained
At The Following Locations:

• Northeast Schwinn Cyclery
• Pop Tops.
• Rocky Mt. Ski Co.
• H. Cook Sporting Goods
nne Acrulffr~~ SIJII Ani•· Sllll•lllll. A• Bicycle World
Gr11 Prix Tnclc...wt•• rra Silo,. Alii MIICII. • Garden swartz Sportz
MK~ Mll'l •••
Evwyay, TIIIPirt Wll. • Clark's Sporting Goods
11 lll•lnttll Far Nllllt AciiH.
• Acme Wheels
• Mountain Sports; Limited

.

IODRESS - - - - . . . , . . , . . . . , . , - - - - - Street

Boyle or Gene Wilder. Marty
Feldman is . Igor the Hump,
Madeline Kahn is Frankenstein'.s
wife anc:l Frankenstein's mistress,
Cloris Leachman is Frau Buchner
and Gene Hackman is the hilarious
ole:! blind man. If that strikes your
interest, the characters are waiting
at the M Plaza at 1.:30, 3:30,. 5:30,
7:30 and 9:30p.m.

.

state

Lot and his wife and daughters

Little .Girl Who Lives Down the
Lane stars Jodie Foster as the li~tle
girl who lives down the lane. Fmd
out where she keeps her company.
Projectors start rolling at 7:15 and
9:05 at the Cinema East.

Breaker Breaker! is a trucking
good action picture. The trucks
start rolling at 7:45 and. 9:30 p,m. at
the Eastdale.
·
· Wiz.ards is the animated movie
that's been getting mixed reviews.
Make the decision at "the Galeria
Twin at 7:45 and9:30 p.m.
The Late Show st;uts tonight at
the Loui~iana Blvd. Art Carney and
Lily Tomlin star in this wonderful
and wholesome picture about
murder and blackmail.
The Domino Principle stars Gene
Hackman on the other side of the
law as he is hired to de-VIP a.very
important person, Showtimes are
1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30 and 9:30p.m.
at the Louisiana Blvd.
'
The Eagle Has Landed stars
Michael Caine,. Do11ald Sutherland
and Robert Duvall in a World War
II sizzler. The eagle lands at 12:30,
2:45, 5, 7:20 and 9:45 p.m. at the
Louisiana Blvd.

Silver Stre(lk is in its 17th week at

Airport '77 is bigger and more
exciting than Airport '75, but
cannot compete with the original
disaster classic Airport. James
(Rich man) . Stewart, George
(Airport) Kennedy, Lee (Bitch)
Grant and Jack, (Pilot) Lemmon.
The plane takes off at 12:15, 2:30, ·
4:45, 7:10 and 9:35p.m. atthe Mall
Cinema •.

settle down in this strange town continuous orgy and it's up to the
called Sodom. Fornication is viewer to decipher the intangible
··
,. · ·· ...
punishable by death, but any other ·mass of bodies.
form of sex is acceptable.
Among the studs and nymA spaceship with an alien (Tyler phomaniacs, whose main conReynolds, ex-football player), a tributions to the film are grunts and
chimpanzee who piays God and acne, Raffles the chimpanzee
talks like John Wayne, a stuffed emerges as the best performer in the
moose head that sounds like Walter film. Raffles, along with Lot
Brennan and a naked comatose (Thorn Olardon), has the distinwoman attached to a network of 'ction of notdisrobing in the film.
tubes is on a divine mission to
The movie is plagued with its
Sodom.
share of worn-out cliches, perverted
The movie goes along smoothly old men, faceless bodies and virile
in the first half with a recognizeable camels, donkeys and elephants.
plot and the expected weak acting.
The film's musical score comHalfway through the film the posed by Michael Bloomfield is
directors run out of imagination, excellent, but nothing can save this
plot and maybe money. The second high cost ($600,000) porno picture
half of the film turns out to be a from total destruction.

A.S.U.N.M.
Popular Entertainment Committee
Presents

au·v,
FREE·
GET 1·'.
.. I
Mqnday - Saturday

~

at 7 i4$ and 9:40 p.m.

McDowall as a coffee salesmfl
who· must take his share of the ups
and downs, unlike his role in
Clockwork Orange where he gets
his share of the in and outs. Alan
Price provides the musical score at
the SUB Theatre at 7 and 9:15p.m.
M is for murder, malice and
mischief as Peter Lorre, the original
Igor, stars in this crime thriller. The
suspense begins at 7 a.nd 9:15p.m.
on Saturday night at the SUB
Theatre.

Review by George Gesner
It's not your everyday motion
picture epic out of the Bible. This
skin flick depicts the lust and
madness that surrounds the twin
cities of Sodom and Gomorrah.
The directors have such a good time
in Sodom, th-ey forget about going
to Gomorrah.

NAME:-~------- AGE:-

cily

Theatre.

Young Frankenstein is Peter

"Sodom and Gomorrah ... the last
seven days" directed by James and
Artie Mitchell, currentlyshowing.at
·
the Encore Theatre

Please send me_..ROLLER CROSS .. membership
ap~ I i cation (s), Send no mon11y.

GO FOR IT!

•

Sodom and Gomottah

Only Members Can Purchase
Admission To The Park Or Send Request To
"ROLLER CROSS"
BOX 13269
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112

..

.

O' Lucky Man starring Malcolm

o,..

WHO?

.

theM Plaza. Gene Wilder, Richard
The Rocky Horror Picture Show Pryor and Rembrandt add to the
is a musical dedicated to some of fun and suspense. The train arrives_
the most misunderstood people of at 12:30, 2:55, 5:15, 7:30 and 9:50
our times-the transvestites. p.m.
Showtime is 7:30 and 9:30p.m. at
Demon Seed stars Julie Christie
and
IBM in a film where the
the Guild Theatre.
Pat and Mike and Adam's Rib computer penetrates a terrified
are the MOM Festival entries woman. A live wire results from the
to.night and tomorrow at Don "torrid love scene. · The seed is
Panchos. Hollywood's hottest germinating at the M Plaza at I :45,
couple Katharine Hepburn and 3:45,5:45, 7:45and 9:45p.m.
Spencer Tracy star.
Celebration at Big Sur is the
Network is a hectic and tragic
midnight concert documentary at .look at television programming and
Don Panchos.
its side effects. The winner of four ·
·Audrey Rose. is .the shocking film Academy Awards shows at 7:15
about the reincarnation of a young and 9:30 p.m. at the Los Altos
girl. The popular best-seller moves Twin.
aside as the film adds life to the
Rocky won three Academy
book at the Lobo Theatre at 7:40 Awards including the best picture.
and 9:50p.m.
It was all made possible by a man
The Slipper and the Rose starring· named Sylvester Stallone who
Richard Chamberlain and Gemma wrote the script and liked it so
Craven is the musical story of much that he decided that he should
Cinderella. It took about a year for be the leading star. It was an instant
this film to get to Albuquerque and knockout.·The bout begins at 7:40
it's a surprise that the movie didn't and 9:55p.m. at Los Altos.
turn into a pumpkin. The fairy-tale . Fun With Dick .and Jane join in
love story starts today at the Hiland the riotous fun at the Cinema East

StGrts Thurs. 4/14
thru 4/20
Eost End of
Coronodo Center
m-F 10-9
Sot 10-6
Sun 12-5

'

I

Compiled by George Gesner

LP' s & 8-ttacks

'

.

•

HOW

List
$7.98
7.98
7.98
7.98
7.98
7.98

•

•

•

An Evening With

·······································································:

I

-Snore Trek and Great Ancien( Solemn is at 8:15 tonightand Sat. in
·
Witch [)octor Plant, plays with Popejoy.

~The

Prague Spring,

Kalcheim~s

cabaret musical, in the Fine Arts
Cent~J.r Expeririwntal . Theater
tonight and Sat. at 8 p.m.

_:.What'II We Do With Eddie?, a
play on drug addiction, 7 p.m.
to~ight at the DARE chapel, 4500 ·
SecondSW.
.
-lee Capades at Tingley
Coliseum tonight and Sat. at 8.
p.m.; Sat. and Sun. at 2 p.m.; and
Syn. at 6 p.m.
-Nizhoni Days continues at
UNM with a play tonight at 8 p.m.
("Birth o.f a Generation"),
followed by music and poetry of
Native Americans. Saturday
evening, intertribal social dances
presented at 8 p.m. All events on
the Mall.
-New Mexico Symphony
Orchestra. does Beethoven's Missa

I• BQnd ·Dotes i
"'

Compiled by Lynda Sparber
Living Proof hits the stage at
Alfalfa's pn Lomas this weekend.
Wilder plays good 'ole rock and
roll. You can find them at the everpopular Okie' s.
H, Hopper Band is said to be one
of the ''up and corning" in the
area, playing a variety ranging from
bluezy rock' to Fleetwood Mac and
the .Beatles. Hear them at Uncle
Nasty's.
L.B.' Cottonwood adds to the
atmosphere at the Apollo, which is
a great place even without a
dynamite band.

Guggenheim Aworded
Mary E. Smith, an associate
The fellowship begins in
professor of art history at UNM, January, 1978, and the UNM
has received a Guggenheim professor hopes to write a book
Fellowship to study Pre-Columbian ftom the project.
painted manuscripts from the
Mixtec culture of southern Mexico.
She is the third UNM faculty
member to receive a Guggenheim
Fellowship in the past three years.

Lecture
Exchonge

The year-long fellowship will
allow Smith to travel to Spain and
Two English professors, one
Mexico to study the original from UNM and the other from
manuscripts which date from 1000 Arizona State University, will
A.D. to the mid 16th century. The exchange expel:tise through a newly
animal hide documents give designed lecturll exchange program.
historical • and geneiuogical in• • O.M. Brack :rr: of Arizona State
formation. It will be Smith's will be on the UNM campus Apr.
primary job to identify the names 18 to discuss "Famous Last Words:
of places depicted in the pictorial The Art of Literary Dying in the
signs.
'18th Century." He will present his
Smith says the manuscripts were ·lecture at 3:30p.m. in Room 108 of
Humanities
Building.
intended as historical documents the
and were painted anonymously by Admission is free. .
.
. .
the sons of nobility. The works • UNM professor Hamhn H1ll wlll
involve tales of the uppercl!!§s, re~iprocate with a lectu;e at
stories of town rulers and also give Anzona State on Apr. 29. H1s talk
information about towns being is called "Mark Twain as a Modern
conquered,
Come
of
the Humorist;"
.
Brack 1s. the general ed1tor and
manuscripts are 20 feet in legnth
and give years of history and text~al ed1tor of the works of
genealogical information at a Tob1as Smollett, scheduled to be
glance.
published in ten volumes by the
University of Delaware Press next
Smith received an undergraduate spring. He has also written· and
degree in philosophy from the edited boo~s by and about Samuel
University of Michigan, a master's Johnson and Henry Fielding.
degree in art histroy from
Hamlin Hill has be.en teaching
Columbia University and a Ph.D. courses on Mark Twain for ll! years
in art history from Yale University.
and is considered one of the
She has been teaching Pre- country's leading authorities on t.hc
Columbian and Latin American art humorist. Hill recently received a
history at UNM since 1966 and is $40,000 grant from the National
the author of "A Picture Writing Endowment for the Humanities to.
From Ancient Southern Mexico" conduct a summer seminar at UNM
pubiished in 1973 by Oklahoma for college teachers on laughter in
·
America.
Press.

J

·

at the Headquarters, If you haven't .
been there since it was Pepino's,
check it ~t.
Harpwind adds a coffeehouse
aspect to the Grinder Friday, The
stage goes to 'fess Garcia and to
Gentle Folk Saturday.
Doyle Holly brings country to the
City at the Caravan East.

to

0"

0

•

With Peter Lorre
. in the original
uncut version
7:00 & 9:15 Sat. Night

S B Theatre
•

Leon Pane presents contagious
honky-tonk at the Hitching P.ost.
Debby Blakely Band is said to
lend justice to the name of the Bird
of Paradise. One hard-core country
freak rates this band worth its
chips.
Stone Brothers bring the hills
alive in the asthetically pleasing
Golden I n1,1.

Fatewell
By Lynda Sparber, Retiring Editor
With Monday's issue of the
LOBO; the Arts and Media section
becomes the domain of one George
Gesner (I rate this editor A+ .)
Student input in the A&M section
has been substantial-great enough
to satisfy by basically lazy ten·
dencies. I hope contributers and
reviewers will continue to lend a
hand with George. Thanx.
''The wotld's wcltdesl porn
flick, likely to give the
IJrothers a ret> as the Cedi
B. DeMille and David 0.
""""1~5el;mic:k of modern porn. u

''Ea~ily the most e~Pe~sive,
most ambitious, most
colossal skin flick ever. 'J

COAST

so• ott

With This

Ad

J ... the lasr seven days

Adult Film

BRANCATO
, GINA FORNELLI • JACQUIE
lYLER REYNOL~ KEN TURNER •JOHNNIE KEYES

. .. begins where all others leave off.
The ghost of Cecil B. DeMille walked the sets. The highest ·budgeted
erotic film ever produced- a half million dollar extrav.aganza!

POPEJOY HALL

$6.50 $6.00

.

..

:·~~-

' '

.......

The Ben. Hur of the industry...

Saturday, April30, 8:00p.m.

277-3711

~t::

....el.

"The Mitch"ll Brothers
slrt•ss the sJl~dacu I ar. "
WALL STREET JOURNAL

MANN THEATRES

WlNROCK ~f!~~

FOX
. __ _
_ _ 298·5445 _ _ _,

·* * * *

....

SHOW TIMES

2:00
4:00
9:55

6:00
7:
"A colossal, (ou~·Siar
destin<'d lo become
' among porno A'Jt ks:. "
a-· c I:1SlUC

~Pnlnre

•·r.nts nf on· linn. f1Hs ilif lau~h.s .uul_

the

lu~od\

fi.ina F(1rtii!IIL I llkcc.l

It,"

-

t.fttcli Morrill. U free Press

ffUSTlER

.

. ~-~:-.,.. ~·--
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•
l.ast Mile Ramblers bunker down

•

Tickets avai Iable at: Popejoy Hall Box Office
and Sub Box Office; Dillards in Win rock
Center; both L.P. Good buy; both General
Stores; Record World in Montgomery Plaza;
The People's Choice in Rio Rancho; Candy
Mari in Santa Fe.

~
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•

)

!M~~~~~~

z

·~

.................................................

ALL SEATS $1.50
SATURDAY
MIDNIGHT
.~ "

For Information:

-~-.

MARTINI CooLEfl/

puppets at the. Baptist Neigh-Leo Kottke and Martin Ml!ll
borhood Center, 1020 Edith SE, in-concert Sun: at 8 p.m. on
Sat. at 2:30 and 7:30 and Sun. at Popejoy.
.
-Symposium, "La Mujer:
7;30.
-Keller Hall performanc'es: Change, Challenge and Choice" at
~Marat/Sade, the story of Jean· Christian Galloway's voice recital Highland High ~hool Fri. at 7:30
Paul Marat, at the Vorte11 Fri., Sat tonight at 8:15 p.m.; trumpet p.m~ and Sat. at 8:45 a.m. to 4:30
and Sun., at 8 p.m.
..
recital by Da,vid Herrera 11nd Brian p.m.

Boogie To:

"A Good Place to Make Friends"
7 Nites 4418 Central S.E.

IT t!,tNTlEME'N, Til£
WORLDt FIRST

A Quality

7:30-8:30

., ... ·•

Dunn Sun. at 4 p.m.; and Nancy
Andrew's flute recital Sun. at 8:15
p.m.

1

H~ Hopper Band
UNCLE NASTY'S

!

Weekend Agenda

·AND HER£ Wli HAVG

.
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Baseballers Play For- First Place
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By David Belling
Last weekend the Lobo baseball
team thought it had a tough
assignment when they had to play
defending Western Athletic
Conference champion Arizona
State.
Today the Lobos move one more
step up the ladder when they play
defending
NCAA
baseball
champion Arizona.
Arizona is leading the WAC
Southern Division with a 3-0
record. The Lobos are in second at
2-1.

Tonight th.e Lobos play the
Wildcats at 7 p.m. On Saturday the
two teams · sq~are-off in a
doubleheader starting at 6 p.m. All
three games will be played in· the
Sports Stadium.
The Lobos will be throwing the
same three pitchers at the Wildcats
as they used against ASU last
weekend, Bruce Barber (5·1, 2.45)
will be on the mound for UNM
Firday. Rob Hoover (5-2, 2.51) and
Jack Hollis (5-1, 2.18) will start
Saturday's twin bill.
Lobo third baseman John
Konitzer said, ''I think we're ready·
for it (the Arizona games).

Everybody's looking forward to
it." Konitzer said, ''We should
dc;,finitely sY(eep them since we're at
home." He said, "We can't be
overconfident. If we play our game
we're alright."
Shortstop Kyle Rutledge said,
"If we play like we did last weekend
we will kill them."
I.obo catcher Bob Bartell is not
only looking forward to the series
because it's for the division lead but
said, "We have a little score to
settle after they beat us six times
last year." After last weekend's
ASU series Bartell said, "We know
we can play ball with the good
guys.''
Hollis, who pitched for the
Lobos last season, said, "It looks
like this year's team is a pressureplaying ballclub.'' ·
You could expect the Lobos to be
a little overconfident after last
weekend's ·games but Hollis said,
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Silverberg are coming off a fine
performance at the Lobo
Invitational last weekend in which
four Lobos "captured first-place
honors in their events.
The Buffaloes of Colorado come
into the meet sporting top distance
men and also the Big-S's top discus
thrower.

""'

Rima .·Feels Good
When Hitting Ball
'

The dust 1/ies on a close play at third base.
"I thought we might be a little more
cocky than we are but we aren't.'' ·
Hollis said, "We're almost going
to have to sweep because when we
go to Arizona we'll have to look for ·
anything,"
Arizona isn't off to one of its
better starts but Hollis said,

"Baseball clubs can be completely hitting with a .424 average. Muccio
different once you get in the WAC • also leads in RBI' s with 35.
You have to play each team "like Rutledge leads in home runs with
they're the besfin the country.''
three, Aaron Cain leads a
dangerous pack of Lobo baseThe Lobos will be looking to stealing threats with 17 ste~:~ls.
break a 25-game losing streak to
Overall the Lobos have 86 stolen
Arizona when they meet tonight.
Steve Muccio leads the Lobos in bases ..

Women Harriers Face Something
Different in Weekend Triangular

By Ed Johnson
Something different·'awaits the
UNM women's.track team when it
arrives at University Stadium
Saturday at 6:30p.m., because this
time their competition will be more
than the local AAU teams.
Colorado' University, staring 3mile region champion Kathy
Woodbridge and Lori West, a
pentathlete who represented the'
U.S. against the
lastyear,

"Too many people look at raw
taient, but maybe the athlete
doesn't have the potential mentally," he said.
Sandoval pointed out Edith
Isodora, · who could not· find an
event that she was comfortable in
until she found a home in the 800
meters, as someone whose desire,
rather than actual ability, has made
her an athlete and a "contributing
member to the team.''

- - - - - - -... - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - , anotherUNMstandout.
Cindy "Flash" .Ashby, who has
been developing some speed·
competing in 100 meter races and
some endurance with a 4:44 1500meter run last week, is another fine
Lobo athlete and she too is best in
the 800 meters.
Assist. Coach Tony Sandoval
said, "Our whole idea is that we
qualify for nationals. We've been
experimenting, trying different
combinations. When the conference meet comes around we'll
have our best combinations."
Sandoval said, wifu the exception
of Chemabawi, Vigil, and Ashby,
his team is made up of just average
college athletes and said "It is our
desire that has gotten us where we
are.''

going on on the Lobo women's
team, it is the 440 relay team, which
haS four speedy athletes who have
had hand-off troubles in three of
their last four meets, but no one
seems to know why.
,,
"I don't understand it," said
team member Karen Cunningham e.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~w~i~ll~~~fu~e~s~t~~~i~u~m~~~w~it~h~fu~e~~~~~~~~~~

:--

Harrier~ Tune Up. in Triangular Home Meet
By Peter Madrid
In a tuneup meet to the Kansas
Rela¥? to be held Apr. 21-23, the
UNM track team· hosts the
University Of .Colorado and Texas
Tech this Saturday at University
Stadium in a triangular outdoor
meet beginning at 4 p, m.
'l'he Lobos of Coach Bill

Colorado Qold.Track Club ready to
give the UNM women some
competition.
UNM will be ready with a couple
of superstars of their own.
The trartscripts for Kenyan Tecla
Chemabawi should arrive. before
Saturday, allowing her to compete
as a Lobo for the first time.
Last week Chemabawi was
clocked at2:07 in the BOO .meters.
Susie Vigil. who. also has been
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"I don't even want to talk about
it," said another team 'member,
Connie Joseph.
"I don't know what's going on,"
said. Sandoval.
· Sandov~:~l said, "It is something
we're going to have to work on.
We've been gambling a bit. We've
got good speed, not great speed, so
we have to make it up with full
speed hand-offs.''
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By David Belling
"I've been baseball minded all my life." ·
,
UNM first baseman Randy Rima proves that a lot of hard work can pay
off. Everytime he goes to the plate or makes a play in the field Rima shows
liow being baseball minded pays off.
Rima, a 6-0, 175 lb. senior was the second leading hitter on the 1976
Lobo baseball team with a .355 batting average. He was also second on the
team in RBI's with 28.
The left handed hitting Rima is hitting .316 this year and has knocked in
19 runs.
·
"It's exciting hitting the ball. There's a real good feeling in it/' Rima
said was why he liked to play baseball. He also likes it because it takes him
outdoors. Rima also proves the point that once you start doing something
you like it is hard to stop. Rima said, "I have played it all my life."
Rima, who has had more than his fair share of hitting success said, "I
try to concentrate on my pitch to hit unless I get two strikes ..Then I try to
hit the ball where it's" pitched.'' Rima said he "goes with the pitch"
because when he trys to pull everything then he gets in trou~le.
Many people consider baseball too slow a game because of long periods
between the action. Rima disagrees with that because, "I feel that people
who say that don't know about baseball. If there's a close one-run game,
there's as much tension and excitement," as in other sports.
After playing outfield all of his career Rima is one of five Lobos moved
to different positions by first-year UNM Head Baseball Coach Vince Cappelli. Rima is now the Lobo first baseman. Rima said, "This is .the first
year I've played in the infield but I like it. It seems like you're into the
game more. You get to make more plays."
Many baseball players are very superstitious. They have their little
habits that they do before or during each game. Rima is not without his
own little habits. He said, "When I get in the batter's box I always have to
scrape the loose dirt away because I feel awkward if I don't." Rima also
said this season that he always chews tobacco before a game.
Since Bob Leigh quit last spring and Cappelli took over Rima said the
Lobos have taken on a new attitude. Rima said, "Cappelli installs a winning attitude. He makes you feel .you can win in the Western Athletic Conference and Leigh didn't.
Rima said there is about a 100 per cent difference between Cappelli and
Leigh. Rima said, "Leigh was too conservative. He always wanted to go
for one run. Cappelli makes you feel more relaxed and confident."
Rima thinks·the 1977 Lobos are better than last season's team because
everyone is more relaxed and confident and there is a better attitude
among the players. Rima said, "I think everybody wants to play ball more
than they did last year.''
"I hope I get the chance to play pro ball," Rima said, "But if I don't I'd
like to get a job in some city recreation program.'' Rima is a recreation
major~ He will graduate in another year. Rima doesn't think spending so
much time playing baseball affects his class work much, although he said
he did miss a lot ofi::lasses in the spring.
Rima came to UNM after he spent two years in the Army. Before going
into the Army, Rima played two years of baseball at Indian Hills Community College in Centerville, Iowa. In going to junior college there Rima
didn't have to go very far from his hometown of Decorah, Iowa. ,
His biggest thrills in his baseball career so far are winning the Iowa state
High School Baseball Championships, playing in the Junior College
World Series in which his team placed fiffu and going seven for eight in
doubleheader last seasonagainst downstate rival New Mexico State.
Rima will finish his career at· UNM next month and it is possible he
might be playing on a WAC div!sion winner with the Lo bos.
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Silverberg said, "Colorado is
good in the cross-country type
events but I'm not sure how strong
they are in the sprints.''
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Texas Tech's Red Raiders sport
their strength in the hurc;lle events
and the sprints. The Lobos will
counter the Raiders with UNM's
strong middle distance runners.
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For the Lobos on Saturday, it
will be senior Lionel Ortega in the
mile run and the 5000-meter run.
Peter Butier and Harrison Koroso,
both freshmen, will run the grueling
steeplechase.
The distance runners for the
Lobos will be Sammy Kipkurgat in
the 800- and 1500-meter runs and
the medley relay. Mike Solomon
will run the 400-meter run and the
mile. Rounding out the dista11ce
men for Silverberg wiJI be Charles
Dramiga in the intermediate
hurdles, the quarter-mile run and
the medley relay.
Field event participants for UNM
will be Mike Hosford in the pole
vault, David Benyak in the javelin
throw, Bob Wagnor and Mike
Bernhardt in the triple jump and
long jump, Md Anthony Harlin in
the shot put and discus throw.

Pholo by Wendell T. Hunr

Long jumpers need to get high off the ground to make '
good jumps.
p.m. for the running evems. The Silverberg said. "There won't be as
afternoon time was scheduled so as many national quality athletes as in
not to conflict with the Lobo
last week's meet but it will be a
baseball game.
"It is going to be a good meet," great meet for the team.''

How do you
spell relief?

,, '

... from the high cost
of clothing - I spell relief
S-T-R·E·E·T,-L-1-T-E-S
C-L-0-T-H-1-N-G
E-X-C-H·A·N-G-E

Beauty Salon
The Masters of Innovation
~xclusively

by Appointment
877-5855
926 1sleta Boulevard SW
266-5275
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UNM Soccer Club Plays For Title
By George Gesner
UNM's soccer club will try to
uphold its unofficial Western
Athletic Conference title this
weekend in :Provo, Utah.
Tournament favorite Bri!lham
'Young hosts the eight·team
championships which include Utah,
Utah State, Texas-EI Paso,
Nevada-Reno, Colorado State and
Wyoming.

New Mexico's first game will be a
quarterfinal match against UTEP.
By beating UTE:P, UNM would
have a chance to play BYO in the
semifinals.
Klaus Weber, player-coach, said,
"We're going to win some and lose
some.'' The coach had praise for
the nlayer's
attitude
and
dedication. The team has had early
morning practices all winter long,

Weber said they had trouble
getting transportation, but they
they are now set to go. The team is
totally supported by the money the
team puts into it.
Weber said the team isn't as good
as it could be because some of the
players can't afford the trip.
The other WAC teams are. in
good shape as they have had
healthy schedules this semester.

.Charity Rugby Games

Sri P•ndlt or Aurovillo, India wlfll(lCak ~n the

l<>~<bing of tho phflosophor, Sri Aurobindo •ll p.m.,
SIUI., Apr. 17, 01 IJNM Kivo, 'tickets available by

A day-long schedule of rugby games will be played Saturday at the
University of Albuquerque to benefit the Shriners' Crippled Children's
Fund.
·
No admission will be charged but donations are asked.
Teams playing will be UNM, Durango, the Aardvarks, the Denver
Highlander's Old Boys, New Mexico State, the Denver Highlanders and
Farmington.
· ·
The games will kick off at 10;30 a.m. when UNM meets Durango,
Games will also be played at 12:30 p.m., 2 p.m., 4:30p.m. and 6 p.m. ·
The 2 p.m. game will be the Shriners Cup Game between the Aardvarks
and the Denver Highlanders.
·

callina New Ase Ccntett of New Mo>lco, 26l464S.
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TYPING: M.A • .ENol;ISH. Selectric, on . campus.
296-8564, 4/29
.

CONTACTS?? CASEY OP'l'!CAL Company, 255·
8736. tfn
·
I'ASSPORT, JMMIGRATJON,I,D. phOtos. Lowest
pri~;:es iit town. Fast, pleasing. Cn1126S-2444 or com~
to 1717 Girard Blvd, NE, tfn
A LIMITED. number of back issues of thC: LOBO ar¢
available for 10 tellts a cOpy in room 131, Marron
Hall. T~N

l

.r

,.'
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ENGINE:;';E:;R;-:JN::;G;:;-;JU;;;:;N~IO::;R;:;S:-:I;;:N;;;T:;:E:;:R;:ES;:;T;:;E;:;D:;--i;::n-;:S5::;00:::-a

·month during their senior year call -Gene Henderson
at 766-2335 or write Navy Nuclear Power Programs
Officer, P·,O. Box 86~7 1 Albuquerque, New Mexico
87!08. 4121
COURSE. DESCRIPTfON BOOKLETS ~re available
in History D'epm:tment, Mesa Vista Hall. 4/I_S
IF YOU J-IAVE two academic years remaining at
UNM (graduate or undergraduate) and are charting
your future, why not gel $100.00 a month by joining
AFROTC. After your two years the real payoff is an
Alr Force comrOission and a great way of life, ]Jlquire
now at the Department of Aerosp_ace Studies, 1901

,.•!

. SERVE. ia t~e Peace corps! Caii277·S907 at1er 3;30
P.M .. 4/29
.
.
·GARDEN ROTOTILLING by \JNM student. Group
rates available, Ca11268·1563. 4/22
.TYPING, EDITING. Cali Kim: 266·9037, 4/29
TYPING, 1st quality, 883·7787, tfn
HYPNOSIS is a highly effective tool for handling tesl
anxiety .and improving test performan.~;e. Cynthia
Ning, hypnotherapist,292..2S6S. 4118 '
TRY ON some comfortable drawstdng; pantii at Wild
Ro:;e, 2910 Central S.~. Also your favorite
Bitkcn~tock Footprint Sandals. 4/20
EDITING makes nil the difference-in thewo_rld. Bone
up your papers with the Hand of Experience, Call
266·3679, oves. 4115

Fot Snle

FINEST SELECTION of handmade wedding sots.
Charlie Romero, 2945 Wyomiog NE. 29.1~
69tll.. 4129
JNCH·SALEI. Used .Paperbacks 70. cents .an inch at
WATERBEDS: WATER TRIPS, 3407 Central N.E.
theUNM BookstoreSale! ,4/tS
Ca~ering. to $tudent needs since 1971. Inexpensive
UNM BOOKSTORE annual discount record sale.
furniture, Student special: complete: waterbed system.
from $1.98, on sale now! 4/IS'
$79.95. 4/29
T·SlliRTS, STATIONERY,. STORE-WIDE sur·
1967 SIMCA: good body.& ~ngine, 26 mpg in city,
_prises on sale at UNM Bookstore-don't miss our gift
SSSO.OO or best offer. 265..6261. 4/9
dept,! 4/15
BICYC:LES: BERTIN BICYCLES, guaranteed 21bs,
LAST DAY for ordering CAPS & GOWNS is Friday,
lighter weight. R.C. Hallett's, 84.1~9378; tfn
Aprill5, UNM Bookstore gift department. 4/IS
1970 VW SQUAREBACK. 60,000 miles. Big enough
SEE VIETNAMESE BOOTH April 16, 3;30 p.m.,
to.slecp In, Good shape. 242-94S5. 4/ll •
SUB Ballroom. Foods, jewelry, books, lacquers,
~RNTABLE, DUAL '1215 .S: semi-automatic; antJ.:'
music. 4/15
skating, pit<;h & cue c;onfrols. Excellent condition.
FLYING TO SAN FRANCISCO on or after April . 842.0325. 4/IS
17? Are. you willing to a~ompany two well beha\'ed
1968 YAMAHA: 17Scc, $200.00. Call2414426, 6-9
childrcn1 aged 4 & S? Please call 1143-6071, Jeremy or
'p.m. 4115
Marla. 4/!S
1967 FORD FAIRLANE Gl body, good condition, 4·
OKIES-featurlng foot-long hot dogs, only 35 cents.
spe·ed trans. SJSO.OO, wilt bargain. Call Wiley, 277..
11-3 daily. 4/29
3969, 4/lS
HAPPY 22nd BIRTHDAY PHILIP. 4/15
YAMAHA CLASSICAL GUITAR, Excellent
WHO ARE th"e Social Democrats? find out At The
condition-like new, $90,00, Bob, 265·9282. 4/.IS
Circus, 4/21
COUCH, CHAIR, TABLE and water bed. 268·
PATCHWORK CLOTHING by Jan Burtcluird. 2992. 4/18
a\'ailable, Handmade U.S.A., Coronado CenSONY TRINITRON: reposses"d color TV, big
ter. 4/IS
screen~ .Take over payments of $8.75 ·monthly till
EXPERIENCED, RESPONSIBLE, MATURE
balance is paid off. 255·1535. 4118
female UNM student will house-;sit, care for yard,
WILL SACRIFICE EQUITY on Kirby vacuum
pets, kids. 277·2269. 4/21
cleaner. New warranty. 1977 . model, take over
ANYONE WITNESSING the tape recorder irtcident
payments ofS7.37 a month. 255·7534. 4/!8
on April 6, 1977., at Hlnno Ice Cream. 120 .Harvard
NECCHI
ZIGZAG: buttonholes, bUnd stitches,
S.E. please send. particulars to P.O. Box 4876, Albuembroiders, all without attachments. $40.00 caSh Or S
querque,_87106. 4/21
paymentsof$7.77,255·7534. 4/18
IIAPPY BIRTHDAY ANDREW, from your f""orite
BIG TRUCK WRECK has for«d us to close stereo
blssistoundDr. P. 4/15
department now. Garrard turntables, tape player,
big slsler and Ur. t', 4/.1!1
AM-FM stereo & 2 ak suspension speakers for only
$119.00 or payments of $6.00 per mo. 255·
DEAR JEFF WOLF: I believe you were present at·
7535. 4/18
•
that Senate meeting where rhe secretary did not hear
your answer .to the closing rol1 call. Reguds 1
SINGER MACHINE: sewing machine, not claimed.
SEW. 4/IS
Equipped to butlonhole, zig zag. Pay 5!9.00 & take
machine. 255-7534. 4/18
YOU KNOW, you all were a hell of a good.staffthis
year, rolks-from editorial. to advertising, to
CHRISTMAS LAYAWAY! brand new color TV, big
production. SEW 4/15
screen. Assume payments, $7-00 per month. New 10
year suaran~:... 2SS-7S34. 4/18
FOR SALE: BEERME!STER. Very reasonable, 299·
2450 aftor 6. ~/18
USED WASHER/DRYER, large wooden desk. Call
FOUND: KEY in Journalism Bldg.. Describe&claim,
8834002 after 6 p.m., 277·3930 8·5 p.m. Perlin..
rm. 216, Journalism. <4/IS
da. 4/20
LOST: TORTOJSE·SHELL PRESCRIPTION
SEVEN
PIECE ZICKOS SET, five ZUdjian cymbals,
CLASSES, mall or BAS, April 5. 255·8196. · '
$475.00, Call after 6:00p.m., 256-9641• . 4/15
Reward. 4/20
KINO WATERBED: excellent COnditJon, used 7
FOUND: SET OF -KEYS in ladies. restroom,
months, $100.00. 242·3988. 4/IS
Woodward Hall. Describe & claim, rm. lOS, Marron
Hail. 4/20
DISHWASHER: portable. goetd working condition,
$30.00. 821·3155. 4115
FOUND: JACKET, Marron Hall, 4/13/77. Describe
&claim, tm. lOS, Marron Hall! 4/21
FOUND: GLASSES left in rm. Ut, Marron Hall,
!l1~(71. Claim rrn.IQ5, Marron Hail. 4/21

..

.Las Lomas, 277-4$02. 4/19

'
•''

:',

.Lost & Found

SetVIces

4

Applications Now Being Ac.
.cepted for Summer 1977

and Academic Year 1977·78
for MOSCOW, LE;NINGRAD,
LONDON, PARIS, DIJON,
NICE, SALAMANCA, VIEN•
NA, FLORENCE,. PERI.IGIA,
GENEVA, COPENHAGDN,
AMSTERDAM, All !'I!Jbj§Qt§
for all studentm In gtmcl
standing. AccredltarJ unlv!'lr•
slty cou raeo. 4,!Ml,WMit

summer terma or QYfUt!'lr,
semester, full Y!Uif !IHm§,
summer from f71(J, v~mr
term from 11,590, CONTAO'f:
CENTER FOR FORiliQN
STUDY .S/AY Admlt;JfiliOnlil"

''

Dept. M 216

ill 1977 Miller BreWing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Vietmunese will

hav~

a \Kloth in !}\Q Jn..

MOTORCYCJ,.ES' 1975 Yamaha 250 Road Bike,
loa!le~. 1973 Bultaco 103 Motprcross bike. 34S476Z
hights, weekends. 4120
·

WJDB WHEEI,.S with fjrestonc tires: 2- AU~Terrain,
IO.IS LT; 2 Town & Country, 1!1·16.5. 345-4762
nights, wcckends, 4/20
19" QUASAR COLOR TV; $)75,00. Call Norman,
266·3712. 4/! 5
Al'i\iL CJ;.OSE OUTS; solcc;ted speakers, ~Ivers,
amplifi'ers, tape.decks; new, ~etno, used._ TQ SOVt
off, Marant~j Pioneer~ AR, -ESS, etc. Hi-F'i House,
30H Monte Vista N.E. (near UNM). 255·
1694. 4/29
BACK YARD SALE, 1205 Richmond. 9·S Saturday,
April 16. 4/15

AUdhions fQr fiesta wm be 'held Tues., Apr. 19 at
Hokona Hail Celiat from 2 to 6 p,m. Contoct the
Fiesta Committ,. at 881'7088 or ChiClll1o Studies
277·5029.

FotRent
HOUSE FOR RENT to \JNM taeulty, New 4 bdr.,
carpeted, in choJce N.E. Heights, Beautiful View,
near schools & shopping center. 5395.00/mqo. ·296~
1911, 4/19
ROOMMATE WANTI!D; share 2·bedroom, HI
bath, mobile home, Wasber, dryer, pool, StOS.OO.
Bobbi, 345·912>, 26S·9SS5, 4/IS
ROOMMATE WANTED for luxury apart.'llent •.2.947462, 4/18
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT close to Universijy
available for summen:cssion. 296-7087. 4/J~
SHARE APARTMENT: I block from UNM, ,tart
middle May, $80.00, 247·9800, Mike. 4/19
HURRYII! Efficiencies: only $99.00 mOnthly,
utilities included. Must rent now! 7218 Central .S.E.
268·1124, 242·1814. 4/19
ONE BEDROOM .....PARTMENT to oqblet for
summer, 2 biks. from UNM. $145.00/mo. Call 242·
2102. 4/20

Employment
WORK FOR a betlcr world. Apply to the Peace
Corps. Caii277·S907 after 3:30P.M. 4/29
PART-TIME JOB: sales, flexible hours, good pay.
Possibte full-time for summer. Call: Phil Franczyk,
C.L,IJ, 292-2830. 4129
APARTMENT MANAGER WANTED: prefer
mature male who is both responsible and
mechanicaUy jnclined to care for & maintain 26 newer
units In lieu of rent, Interview by appointment only.
Caii293.0770, 8·5 weekdays. 4/IB
SUMMER JOB in Mountains: rCsort S:rea needs
cooks, dishwashers & waitpersons. Room & boardJ
wage. Write Glen McComb, Box 312, Red River,
NewMexico87558, Phone:754.2949, 4/20

Ttnvel
DRIVERS FILE FAEEI Share expentes, Call
Intercontinental Tra\'el Centre at Ride-line 265-9860,
or 2!16-5288, 4/15
CHARTER FLIGHTS {over 7,000), Eurail passes,
information and rides available at Intercontinental
Travel Centre, 107 Girard Blvd., S.E. Suite L, zss .
6830 or2%-S288. 4/15
GO PLACES wilh the. Pea« Corps. Call 217·5907
after3;30 P.M. 4/29
LOW COST T){IPS to ports and villages in lheSoulh
-Pacific. Free catalogue: Goodman's OoodTra\'el
Tours, Dept, NM. 5332. College Ave., Oaklandj CA.
94618. 4/IS

UNM BallrooinDanc:eCJub meett:Fri.,Apr. t_S, at
1·9 p.m. In sua ballroom. Bcsinnlns instrn<1lon io
fr<>m 7·7:30 p.m.
·

A.HCareer E:<ploraUQn. ancl Plannlns" cop,rsc Is
being Qfrered throug~ the general .st1,1dtes progr•ro
FQrmore informatiQn call299..0Q6,
~

Juntor Redial presented by Nancy .Andrew,
Sun,,Apr.. l7, at S:lS p.m.h.tKellerHall~

nutc,

The New
Lucky's Pizza

Covered
'lll"ago.n

.6"

All $1.00 Off Coupons
Are Void For The Remainder
Of The Semester

Male... 9f """il Mocle
'"dl•" Jewelry

. __ _.;O;,;;L.:;;D..;T,;OWN.;;·
;.;,;.,_

p.m., in SUn.

Food_, M.pslc, B()Qks, Fqlk d.Jincest hlcq~eu~ Jc:we.lr)'~
palntin$s, weuy.

L.......:.4:.:::5:::l3::.;C::::e:::.:.:n~tr~;;~l:.,.:.N.:.:;E;:.:25;::;:.::&;.;;9•9;;:;53~--..J
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8:
U:
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TDDAY'S CIDSSWDRD PVZZLI
UNITED Feature Syndicate
ACROSS
45 Snatch
.
46 Dwindle
1 G1ve one·
49 Not
--- tlme
· Invincible
5 Salamanders 53 Deputy
9 Appl,e parts 54 Waller----:
14Mans .
Amer.
nickname
physician
15 Pelvic
55 Spanish ••••
bones
56 John ---·16 Palm
Garner
57 "He's
cockatoo
17 Affected
something
~ith: Suffix
····!"
. 18 K1cklng the 58 Cartoonist
····around
Peter ••••
19 ·····bull
59 Paid up
20 Disappears 60 Went..,
22 Fortitude
quickly
61 Fish
23 Remains
Inactive
catching
dev.ices
24 Walk back
and forth
25 Mom, Pop DOWN
and the
1 Russian sea
kids
28 Translating 2 Kind of ray
from cipher 3 Related by
blood
32 Walking
4 Firmness
33 United In
5 LXXX
marriage
6 Ice masses
34 The sun
7 Cans
35 Uctah's ••••
8 Curve
· anyon
downward
36 Loves to
9 House style:
excess
2 words
371nter -···:
1o Talked at
Among
· ,
olher things
leng.h
38 Be mistaken 11 Enraptured
39 More
12 Lengthly, In
1
time
13 Auction
40 8~~t~ua
41 Became
21 Sedimentary
more
material
rofound
22
Heavy
war
P
clubs
43 E II h I
ng s rver ·24 Rome's first
44 Rolled --bishop

Thursday's Punle Solved:

25 Daunted: ln- 43Passed
formal
back and
26 Burning
fofth
27 Thomas
45 Simpletons:
···-·:Irish
Informal
poet
46 ··--tight
28 Took out
ship
29 Moslems,
47 Alaska's
collectively
governor
.
30 Racket
48Fender
31 Drinking
blemish
vessel
49 Scottish·
33 Folkways
born inven·
36 Italian poet
tor
37 Southerner
3g Responded 50Bal~
!i1 Fuzz
to stimuli
52 Adam's
40 Gab
42 Attack sud·
grandson
deniY
54Ump

."
•

WANTED: 3· or 4·man backpacking toni. 2429455. 4/!5
RESPONSJBLE MATURE STUDENT willing to
house.sit during summer, call 277-3782. 4/19

tll? ro

""n

HAYAY SHALOM

LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare· now, Call
Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc:. 8425200, tfn
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 200 San Pedro
S.E., 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks. stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios ..Install burglar alarms, tO'TO
discount for students with ID's. Quick service. Used
TV's fot sale. 4/2\)
NEED SOMETlllNO TYPED1 Call Lynn, 2660760. 4/29
.
TYPEWRITER REPAIR SERVICE, Free pickup &
delivery. Free estimates·. 883-9360i 881-6525,
..... 4/22

IMPORTANT
STUDY ABROAD
ANNOUNCEMENT:

Now comes Miller time.

Th~

tornanonol Feslivol Apr. 16, 3:)0

s,

St~te/Oox

606. Ann Arbor, . Mlohlgllln

48107 313·662-5575

Recorded M.essage
Phone 296·8568

Classified
Ad~ertising.
,,

Marron Hall
Room105
Opon 1!:30 a.rn to 4:30p.m. The deadline for
lllo next day's paper is 3:00 p.n'l. Classified
advertising is not token by telephone. Pfeose
bring your ads to Marron Hoi! Room 105, or
rnoll thern to: Clossilled Advertising. UNM Box20
'Jnivetslty of N.M. , Alb .• N.M 87131

r.•••••coiipon•••••t

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
Has Moved
(jusf down the hall)

To
Marron Hall
-Room lOS
"!C•

•
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'HAVE A BALL!
1
PLAY PUTT
I
PUTT GOLF

II

Play all 3 Courses
(54 Holes) for Just sps

I

I
I
I

(A 53 75 Value)
Anyone accompanying•
coupon·holder may
do the same.

I

1
1
I

11
1
1
I
1
I,

......_________

5100 San Mateo N.E.
I. . . . 881·9866
.
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GOODPIICIS
ARE JUST TIE IEGIIIIIIIIG
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APRIL· SHO

SAT. 10·6

THURSDAY 10·6
FRIDAY 10·6

April showers are here, and so are savings! The guys at Custom Hi·Fi are
flooding· Albuquerque with super stereo prices, and this ·weekend we've got
deals pouring out all over the place. There isn't a better time for you to
save big on name brand stereo equipment! S.o stop by ·and save yourself a
lot of trouble and money!
UTHWEST'S LARGEST STEREO DISCOUNTER

ECI
.

JENS.EN Tri-axial speakers!

2260 BX
Turntable

1275R Speakers
~

Super Speakers

.

S7Q

with base,
dustcover
and
cartridge

• 12" woofer

• 5"

mi~range

• 3" tweeter

S3650 EA.

'

CS·700G Speaker
3-way
, speaker.
and adjustable
crossover

S147

Formula 2 Speakers
Three-way spe~ker
with
automatic
tonal
. compensation
circuit!
patented
Venturi
port
design! ~

AMIFM Stereo Receiver
famous Pjoneer quality

SR·222 Turntable

S2Q9

AM/FM
Stereo
Receiver

-

GJl PIONEER.
Front
Loading
Cassette
MODEL CT-F6262
0.

~ . . ~I
FpeeeFA.• -.; i i i i 0

Output control!
large dual
meters!

ONLY$29·

9

&

Masterch.arge

........

"

•

I. I

,,

l~! I~ I_ I

'

l I I
·~··

*

Y.

:r=::::

Ask About
Our 10·Month
No Interest
Layaway

)" ,. It "

SX-650
CERWIN·VEGA
MODEL 25 Speakers

· K-7 Stereo
Headphones

S1250

12" woofer
wide
dispersion
tweeter

Scatch
90 minute
cassette

EA.

~hamro

'041

Reel Tape 1SOO'
A Great
Deal At

®PIONEER

Underdash FM
B·track. Player

Direct· Drive Turntable
MODEL
5108
.

.sag

S239

. e
I

~u_ per_
Tape!

S477

C!Jassel Master
S-track Recorder
MODEL HD-600S

auto stop,
dual meters,
fast forward,
slide Input, ·
volume controls

~~

$85
STD·1510

1op Loading .
·Cassette

•·

(~!,~!?on
In-dash AMIFM a-track player
with pushbutton tuning

SCOtCh Formula 207
Reel Tape 1800' reel ·

We Accept:
Cash, Checks
Bank·
Americard

San,ui:

'

,.

-·

KIT

~.

We somd better.

~

~~rsa·

5

.............
EA.

.,_. _ .

.._,.•.

keeps your
gooa sounds
sounding

COMPLETE

sse

n

-~-=-.~-~:

S21995

manual'
belt drive
with base
and dustcover

with dolby FM!
MODEL 2240 B

.!

belt drive
turntable
with base
and dustcover

Revolutionary
record care
· product!

EA.

MPIONEER~

. MOD·4D
Turntable

Sound Guard™.

®PIONEER
'i

*********

with base
and_ dustcover!
built in strobe!

$·

13995
.

,

a.a
65•:-1[]4

s11

output controls,·
. .
limiter circuit; .
auto stop,
autonlatlc . .
. .
·
bias swlt'Chlng

$1'3750

.

•

